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With both sorrow and pleasure we print in this 
' issue the talk given by Paul Roberts before the 1967 

Annual Conference of the MCTE held in Rochester last 
MaY• The sorrow is for the loss of an admired col
league, one who has added much to the intellectuat 
satisfactions of the English teacher. The reasons 
for the pleasure must be obvious to all those who heard 
paul Roberts speak, or who will read the transcription 
of his speech which follows on the next pages. It 
seems particularly fitting that Mr. Roberts' Conference 
speech was introduced by Professor Harold B. Allen, 
about whom Mrs. Roberts wrote recently: "My husband 
thought very. much and talked often of him." 

The editorial staff will become a literal "we" next 
academic year, when it is enriched by the addition of 
two associates: for the secondary schools, Seymour 
vesner, Consultant in Secondary School English for the 
Minneapolis Public Sc_hools; and for the elementary 
schools, Sister Andre, at present serving as Linguis
tics Consultant and Master Teacher for the Central 
Minnesota Education Research and. Development Council. 

We plan to add another continuing feature next year, 
under the guidance of Mrs. Lucille Duggan of Richfield 
High School. ' While the function of her column is• ser
ious and useful, the titles that came to our minds 
suited only our frivolous tastes. The title must wait, 
then, until summer renews in us the juices of dignified 
creativity. The contents, to which we invite you all 
to contribute, will be devoted to brief accounts of 
tested classroom innovative practices or recommenda
tions for experimentation and research. We lead off 
here with an example: Instead of passing on the en-
tire accumulation of each student's composition folder, 
year by year, why not ask each student to choose the 
best theme(s) ·at the end of every year to go on to the 
next year's teacher? This will have the advantages of 
reducing the impedimenta and engaging the student in 
a practical judgment, as well as demonstrating his 
increasing skill as a writer. 

The,McKnight Family Education Fund is sponsoring an 
English Program focussed on oral and written composi
tion in the elementary schools, to culminate next year. 
Director is Professor Naomi Chase of the University of 
Minnesota, who will organize the program in concord 
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with new~y developing principles and methods for suob 
instruction. Pr--ofessor Chase is co-director of the 
Annual Ins ti t.ute of Creative Writing fo·r and ·by Chi· i. 
dren. . 

ENGLISH TEACHING - SOME PREJ.UDICES 

by Paul Roberts 

Introduced by HAROLD B. ALLEN, University of Minnesota 
We are impressed afresh at how cert-in subject 

seem ~o_draw their metaphors from a pat~ern 6f sou: Where tradition is powerful and unyielding in the 
~umanitie;;; teachers, judging by the articles 'in th'ce, face of new learning, new wisdom, it is given to very 
issue, ar 7 notably attracted ~o apocalyptic ~mager~s feW men to come forward with the right combination of 
Teachers in general turn to an industrial vocabul • ~owledge and skill and courage required to build a 
for th 7 commo~ name for their practical conferenc!~Y bridge from the older learning to the new. In all ages 
P: 0 ducing ~t workshops" what high-level management' there have been the few daring researchers whose dis
might persist in considering unmarketable commoditi coveries have carried them far ahead of their fellows, 
~tudent teach 7rs be~ome "interns" in "clinical" exp! 8··and who are so engrossed in the~r study, their research, 
ienc7s. We find this last troubling in its undert ~ t~t they do not ~are for the distance between them and 
of disease,. hosJ?i~alization, and scientism. Our 0 ~:e& other men. But even fewer have been the bridge builders 
preferen~e inclining towards mysteries, whether of . ,~ ~an bring people from the old to the new truth the 
or religion, we would substitµte initiate novice u. researchers have been finding out. 
postula~t, and the dark night of the so~l'as ~erm~ 
~ore suitable to describe the student teacher's exp Our speaker ~onight is such a man. Paul Roberts is 
ience. Such lexical preferences aside we welcome ~~-,abridge builder. It is true that from his birth in 
chance to publish the first results of'the initial E San Luis Obispo, California, fifty years ago until he 
AST - UMREL sponsored five-state invitational confer was well along in his graduate work at the University 
to test the Stanford University "technical skills" eN of California at Berkeley, he did not appear to be a 
"perfo~mance criteria" -- and everyone had a tense ~~c future bridge builder, even though during the war he 
steering that last word in and out of the pl~ral __ ~ ps a steam engineer in the Merchant Marine. But 
the teacher, and to develop the criteria by which a 

O 
during his doctoral work at Berkeley he became acquain

student ~eacher's performance might be judged in the ted with some of the new thinking about linguistics, 
various Jobs_ that are the particular responsibility particularly descriptive structural grammar and its 
for the_E~glish teacher. Developing such criteria to)relationship to the field of usage. He was disturbed 
help critic teachers train new members for our pro- by the distance between these new ideas and the old
fession must be of interest to us nationally· we hope fashioned grammar his students at San Jose State Col-
to hear more of this at our Annual Conferenc~s both ege would have to go out to teach. So he built his 
in the state and from the NCTE. first bridge -- a book called Understanding Grammar 

[j'Iarper & Row] published in 1954. It carried his stu
dents at least a little way from the old to the new. Fut~re issues of!! i will be focussed on reporh 

and articles from the forthcoming Annual Conference~ 
the ~CTE to be held April 19-20 at the Radisson Hotel I The next year Freeman Twaddell, of Brown University, 
in Minneapolis; and a selection of student papers on and I were in Cairo, Egypt, on Fulbright grants as 
post_World War II fiction chosen from nominations of senior linguists with a team concerned with the teach
English majors at the state's colleges at their.Thir- ing of English as a second"language in what is now 
teenth Annual Conference held this last February at' the United Arab Republic. It was clear that someone 
St. Olaf and Carleton Colleges. The Forum will pri~t w~s needed to carry on this work that_I_had been begin
some answers to the question of what the State Depart- n1ng there for the schools, for the Ministry of Educa
ment of Education does for all its English teachers , tion. This book, Understanding Grammar, gave to 
and what it would like to do if only local administ;~ Twaddell and me the notion that perhaps Roberts was the 
~ors would co.operate. We've got a 'potential symposium: man. Accordingly, we proposed his name to the Ful-
in the m~king on underground newspapers and "tasteful bright office in Washington. In September, 1955, 
cen~orship." And we invite your contributions to the Roberts arrived in Cairo. And while there, he wrote ~he 
Review of Books. book that became his second bridge, Patterns of English 

~arcourt, Brace & Worl~ published in 1956 for the 
senior high school. 
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You should read his very delightful Cornflakes Beaujolais [Holt,Rinehart&WinstonJ19 to ea/ how he was able to get the manuscript of that bookt .. of, Egypt at the time of the Israeli attack when he 0 
other Americans were· evacuated to Italy. Those o:f a who know Roberts only as a textbook writer should Y 

ENGLISH TEACHING - SOME PREJUDICES 
'by Paul Roberts 

A talk delivered to the Annual Conference of the MCTE on Moy 5, 1967 c~rtainly know that book. Well, Roberts fell in lo' with Italy, so deeply in love that after his year t~' and a year back in California, he was glad to retur Thank you very much, Harold, for the ~enerous ~n-Rome in 1960 as a professor of Cornell University/ . 1 don't know about generous introductions charge of the Cornell-Fulbright Linguistics Progra 1/ troductl.~~~ performance may disappoint expectation •. Italy. In the meantime he had built another bridge becaus~imes think it's better to say, "We've got this this one a book, Understanding English, rHarper & Ro; 1 som: and we'll see what he can do." _But, at any 1958 for college freshmen. But while he was back I fe1 10 I'm pleas~d to hive the opportunity to talk to the States, he had attended in 1958 the Texas Confer rate;bout some ideas that I've had ':"hich_l call "p~eence on Problems of Linguistic Analysis in English youices" about the teaching of English, in_al~ of its and there had learned from Noam Chomsky about anothe Jud t 1 don, t shrink from the word pre Judice, but way of dealing with the ~anguage_-- transformational asP~~1~·like to venture the r~t~er fine distinction grammar. It seemed to him that it opened new doors 1 w • d that are prej udicious and those that are deeper insights. So now he had to build an.other bri bet w~en
1_i_eals By that I mean on the one hand that I'm th . t t t 1 • pre-Jucicia • • b t 

is one par s rue ura and part transformational: ; d r the delusion that I'm talking a ou some English Sentences [larcourt, Brace & World] in 1962. n?t u~f e incontrovertible truth, some kind of. actual Furt~er study o~ transforma~ional grammar led him th,t kin~. But that on the other, these are s~udied, not to give up the idea of a bridge,half of which was in fac t thoughts by duty ruminated. They re base~ on one style of architecture and the other half in anoti ~es;n thirty years of teaching English, of teaching His nex! bridge, English Syntax [!Iarcourt, Brace & ne~~e;ts who aspire to be teachers of Englis~, of World] in 1964, was entirely a transformational brid, st k' wi'th schools and of much contemplation of the 
. . . wor ing ' • h t • f the 

But before that bridge was tinished, something various serious problems of the Englis por ion ° ht happened to change Paul Roberts's life. At the NCTE curriculum. I'm sometimes ask~d whether 1 eve~ tauf. Spring Meeting on linguistics in the secondary school· in the lower school and 1 can. Just bare~y say Yes id held in Louisville, Kentucky, in April, 1963 Willia, 1
, One year in Cairo I taught thirty-two ei~ht-ye~r-c_> Jovanovic~, the president of Harcourt, Brace;decided Egyptian boys English, and I had the dubious diS

t
incthat the influence of linguistics was not a passing tiori of introducing P.T.A. to that unhappy country. fancy. It was not a fad of a year or two it wasn't just a gimmick. He flew to Rome to see P;ul Roberts. The first suggestion that I would put to you ~s Four months later as Paul and I and our wives were that English, whether in t~e elementary school, high eating dinner in an outdoor restaurant in Rome benea school or the university, is not and should ~ot be Sophia Loren's window with Italian cats swirli~g aroo thought to bea service department. The English hour our feet and· Italian vino rosso swirling in our glas or the English class is of course importantly concerned he revealed that he was going to give up his Cornell with teaching the pupil how to spell, tc_> r:ad, ho':" ~o professorship to go with Harcourt, Brace in response write sentences and paragraphs. But ~hi~ is not it to their appeal for someone to produce a series of essential function, in my view. And it is ~~t, 

0
~ 1 

text~ooks from the third grade through the twelfth wi should not be, the only pardt of /h~h~:~ ~~ th: !~e~~n-
consistent language orientation. I consider this the in which the goal is pursue • ea . 1 
act of a man committed to English education. It was 1 tary school, I think, will perhaps b: mo~e easi Y perthe act of a man of courage. Two-thirds of that ser~ suaded of this than those who teach in_high schools ~snow f~nished, alre~dy the longest suspension bri~ and uQiversities, because_the teache! in 

th
e ele~::-in the history of. applied English linguistics. , tary school is commonly with the pupils ~ll d!Y h E g' Fellow teachers, I am 

a distinguished colleague 
builder of bridges. 
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· 1 d · the variety of subjects in whic ngvery proud tonight to preu a~d i~vo ve ~n th ost part spoken or written. ahd friend, Paul Roberts, llsh is used or et m "Weli now we're out o-f The teacher does no say, , 
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English and_into geography so it 
you ~pell Mississippi.,, He d';)esn't matter ho~ tiat civilization is all abou~. It should ai;i, through 

of Mississippi all da 1 . keeps him to the spellin .VI careful exploration of English langtia~e and Englisb 

the teacher is Y ong • And even in ari thmeti g and American 11 terature to bring the children to some 
.concerned whether th h" ld c a · 

plus two is four" or "t 1 
e c J. says "two , otion of what it is like to be a hUman 'being. ·Its 

teaching of English i wtho P u
1

s two are four." The npurpose is not to make them happy. • There are' drugs 

11 d n e e ementary scho • 1 d h • f t t 1 t It' 
a ay. It's only in th o goes on wtiich pro uce appiness, o a sor a eas. s 

teacher teaches social st~d~pper grades, where one ,rather to tell them what they are and wqere they are 

science, another forei n 1 es, another math, a~otb~ and where they've_been and wh~re_they are going. Ali 

so on, that proper speil. anguage, another English ani parts of the curriculum do th3:s 1.n some measure, but 

correct and graceful se ~ng a nd th e manufacture of mY prejudice is that Eng~ish does it most because it 

responsibility of the E~ ~~c~stare thought to be the 15 immediately concerned with the language and litera

Thus we have the sciencegtis h eacher and nobody else ture, and that herein lies its reason for being. 

:eason the pupils cannot e~c er who com~lains that ti • 

is that the English teach::1. te prope: scientific repor. Well, if you accept _this point of view as the point 

to teach them how to writ ' ~egl~c~ing duty, has faiJ of departure, then there is quite a lot ,of consequence. 

should the English teache e sc1.~nt1.f1.c repo:ts. But Wh we must re-examine such notions, I think, as beginning 

teach the writing of scie rt. a~ not the science teache where the child is. Probably no one would object to 

bear it if the science ten :fie reports? One_might thiS as pedagogicaY theory, but one must object strongly 

see, I have the misfortu acterbwe:e ~o say,"Well, you to the pedagogical practice that derives from it. And 

spell or make sentences~; 0 e_1.ll1.tera~e. I can't that is to begin where the child is.and stay there. 

you please do this form ,,or~an1.ze_ma~er1.al so would In the last few decades, the subject matter of English 

ment. The argument is t: • ut th 1.s is not the argu. i 11as become more and more the child himself. He is en

wi th big and lofty matt e science teacher is occupied couraged in .the English hour to explore and contemplate 

"kitchen stuff" like sp!f~. a nd cannot be bothered With and write about his family, his pets, his classmates, 

tences. This is the ta k 1.ng and manufacture of sen- nis .summer holidays, and most of all, himself. We 

Or what is Ehglish for?s 8 ?f.fhe scullery girl, Engli~ earnestly pursue George Robinson, third-grader, begging 

teacher complains that E ~~1.harly, the social science him to share with us his views on war and peace, the 

how to write research ng 1.s has not taught pupils value of poetry, the relative worth of cats and dogs, 

loudly asserts that thpapers, a nd the language teacher the desirability of being the eldest child, the youn

learn French and Germa~ ~: Y reason that_pupils cannot gest child, or_the on~y ch~ld in the ~amil~ .. This may 

not taught them Engli h th at the English teacher ~i have some use ~n getting him started in writing, but 

s grammar. , it has no other use. The views of George Robinson, 

Well, it's my pr . d" third-grader, are of very little interest on any sub-

quite mistaken and s:~~l~c~ th a:_these attitudes are ject whatsoever, except perhaps whether. he has to go 

In an American or Br ·'t. h e ex 1.rpated from the schooi' to the bathroom. And furthermore, never will be unless 

ness, . I think, to te~c~s En=~~~~=-! t 's everyb?df' s busi-, early on we start putting information into George in-

speaking, to correct s elli O ~e~ch writing and stead of forever trying to pull it out Of him. The 

ambiguity in sentence ~onstng,t~o el1.m1.n~te errors, ancy business of English is not to ascertain what he tninks, 

organization. 1 could b rue ion, to give advice on but to make available to him some of the things that 

only if it could be h e persuaded to the contrary I other people have thought and written, not in the 

English teachers ares i~r~ t!:::e ~ll teachers except spirit of indoctrination, but. in th:at ot educjltion. 
We don't require that he think thati Aristotle ip a 

Well, then what is En 1 . h genius or that Aristotle is a fool, but we dop't want 

pl~ys a large ;art in the ~k~: hfo~? Of cou~se it him.to get to adulthood without eve~ hav.ing heard of 

cribed. It does systematic f1
c e~ matters Just des- Aristotle. • • 

the curriculum do onl a Y w at other parts of 1 

describing the fundam!n~aih~zardly and at random: \ 
and sentences and the a a!s that underlie our wor* 

gr~p?s and ar,ticles an~o~~~~!~on:utat. sh~pe our. para-\ 
opinion the essential fun t· this is not in my 
tial function of English~ i~n of English. The essen

in the largest measure p is_b~ convey to the children 
ossi e, an understanding of 
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So far I think I will perhaps have darried most 
people with me. From now on as I become morfi, speciflc 
about my prejudices, I shall ,o doubt d~op off suppot..;. 
ters and wirid up-possibly as a minority of one. For 

instance, -1 don •t··think that ch1:ldren sliould be taugflt 

to appreciate literature. More than thtlt, I tion' t -

.think th.ey. can.be taught to. apprec.ia.te i.t. -They can, 
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. . l but the whole enterpris~, 

be taught to make the proper noises, out we Shouldt• disillusionedea~:a~yn~~~-c~n~emn it out of hand! and 

confuse these noises with literature appreci~tion. 1 
pe able to--~ Y I think a danger in English. 

Once I visited a third-grade class where I heard a tbiS is parti~ularly, four in the third grade as in 

teacher read a poem on Halloween and ask, "Now Salh~ fVIO plus two is ro':1ghl~ . Few eighth-graders 
1 h th • d f l?" A d S 1 ' 1 • hth but shivering varies. . 

can you tel .us ow is ma e you ee n a ly tbe eig , E 
1 . h class with hungry enthusiasm, 

rising to the occasion, "Oh, Miss Driscoll, it jus,t' roll up to the ng is h the don't is that 

made me feel all shivery." What I said to my,self ~as' and 1 believe that th e ~ea~~~t w E~glish is chiefly an 

"Well, Sally, you've become a very satisfactory;slll,al) tbey've been taught ear Y_ tellectual matter. And when 

phony and if you will just persist maybe some d~y \,oq emotional rather th an an. in the come to look on Eng

can become a big phony and make a significant contrib tbeY don't feel th e :moti~~~ tha~ English teachers for 

tion to the decline of Western Civilization." We don liSh as a rather bori~; g I shouldn, t like to be mis

want to require of Sally that she tell us how the Poe 50 me reason want. to P. ~ • I think it, s a wonderful 

makes her feel. In the first place, she can't. Appr understood on this poin • to et enjoyment from 

ciation is one of the incommunicable things. Asking. tbing for children, for anyon:~ thi! is what the thing 

what a poem makes you feel is like asking what it is literature. ln s~metd~ep,~e~hink that it's likely to 

like to be in love. One can make noises to fill the iS all about. _I JUS on_t It comes if it comes at 

silence, but one can never really quite tell. And¼ be caught by dir:ct ~ursu~e;stan~ing a~d not too much 

more one tries to tell, the more the experience shriv all, with attention ° un 
els. For support of that I will refer you to Heming. palaver. way's "The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber." 

. . I haVe is that I don't think 

Furthermore, the poetic experience, like most deep ex.. Another preJudice . d to be creative, in the sense 

periences, is essentially a private one. What Sally teachers should be ~equi.re t years freq.uently been urged 

feels about the poem is really between Sally and God, in which they have in recenlassroom creativity is highly 

About all the teacher and Sally can do is nod and to be .. In another sen::;kcof the good teacher. You_ 

smile to each other acr6~s the valley that divides desirable and a large th teacher who can hang a little 

each human being from every other one and say, "Yes, must certainly co~men~ • s~me flexibility in relation 

it's so, isn't it, though I'm afraid I can't telly~ loose; who can maintain . , oin badly and have the 

just what It if"." The teacher can, however, require to the lessoi:i, see w~1n 1
~

0
~ !ustgvalue the teacher who 

something else of Sally--that she understand the poem, w.it to make 7t_go wel tionship with the pupils, ai:id 

Whether it gives her ecstasy or boredom, she should is in a sensitive re a achin Ricky is quite 

be able to demonstrate her understanding. She may ' realizes that the pro~l~m a~!i~: Anna~elle. If this. is 

probe this understanding at different levels, depend- different from that_o e I'm all for it. But it 

ing upon the age, the ability, the experience of the wbat creative teaching means, uch more than this. To 

child. At the beginning, naturally, we probe for bas been interpreted ~o mean: course of study, scope 

simple things. "Who is jumping over the candles tick?" mean, in fap t, to devise 
1 

a ne oom situation. I don't 

Answer: "Jack." Later on we may get into metaphor, and sequence for every c assr this much but they're 

symbolism, the like, complicated matters of structure think the teachers actuallhtd~o do it a~d they often 

and syntactic delicacies. But the emphasis in my vie~ made to feel t~at they ~~gask a teach~r whether_he 

should always be on whether Sally understands, not on pretend to do it •. If Y sub·ect he's teaching, 

how she vibrates. A considerable responsibility in follows the book in what:vert t~fully or not. Follow-

this matter rests upon the teacher of the very young he will ordinarily deny it, r~ d or at least, uncre

child, second or third grade teachers. A third-grade ing the boo~ has come to meanbo~k co;rectly anticipate 

child is a very tempting animal because you can con ative teaching. Ho! can an~ Sioux Falls, South Dakota, 

the third-grade kid into almost anything: that the the needs of the_chil~r;n ~ 11 no book can, of course. 

object of mankind is to breed winged pigs or that or San Jose, California. e J~se would each have its 

anything that rhymes makes you•shivery. In the third' Ideally, Sioux Falls ~~d S~~at each child in Sioux 

grade, the typical child is still deeply in love with separate book. More an ~is own separate book, 

the teacher and quick to learn the responses that seem Falls and San Jose woulddhaved capabilities. Obviously 

to please the object of adoration. But only on Grecia~ tailo~ed_for h~s own neei~ :~ems to me that th~s_is 

urns can one be forever panting and forever young. In this is impossible, bu~ t retations of creativity, 

the fourth grade and beyond, the child hears other J just what, under some in ~rpd Certainly a great many 

voices and explores other-rooms. If the third-grade teachers have been ask1d 0 du~i.ng a course of study, 

teacher has fed him a lot of nonsense, he will become teachers are capable O pro 
11 
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understood except iq 
a part. And of course 

• . Th participle cannot be responsible and useful and shaped to fit the needs 
O 

«nole • e 
1 

f hich it is 

been abandoned. 
particular class. But no teacher is capable of do~ ~e large com~ ex O w_uence bas 
this in the heat and sweat of day-to-day teaching · ~e whole notion of seq 

takes a great deal of time and a great deal of heip· . e thing happened on the liter-
produce a sequential program in any serious subject Som!thing of t:e ~~mh class. There was a time w~en 
It's absurd to think that anyone can improvise one ~

9
wre side of th e ng i~re or less agreed that certain 

by-day between Huntley-Brinkley and dinner. 'inglish teache:s were mvaluable in themselves and ought 

oems and stories were_ld oing to school. No doubt 
This problem is a little more serious in English ~o be taught to_any chi d~ubtful; I didn't care much 

than in other subjects. One skips around in math, ~me of the choic!s ;:!etenth grade, and I dog't care 
science, social studies no doubt, but not so much as for ~- Marner in the less I accepted then, as I 
in English. The reason is that English in the last much for it now. N!~:rthat!literature is an absolute 
few decades has become somewhat.formless. There ,,.,,o,ePt now, th e n~t\e studfes the good things_in school 
been valiant attempts on the part of school committe•ofsome sort, th ~ . 0

1 
es privately as one's inclina-

to indicate some sort of sequ·ence, but they've not c and reads th e trivia is~~e permits. This a;tti tude 
to much because they've dealt almost entirely with uon suggeS t s an: 1: d ncy grew to abandon the clas
su~face matters that do not really lend themselves b changed also. T :he~ 1vial on the ground that the 
sequential treatment. Thus, I once saw a course of sics in favor of .. : rstina'to the children, closer 
study for the schools of a large Western city whicb 1,tter. were more 10 ere e a~ceptable to them. So in 
indicated that the children should learn to capitali~to their exper7~nceM mo!r was replaced by Lou Gehrig, 
the pronoun "I" in t be third grade, the proper noun, .,,y s c boo ls ?, 1 as a rn on Ha 

11 
oween . My present pur

in the fourth, the beginning of sentences in the fift'Grey'~ "Elegy byfpo~m~ilas Marner against Lou Gehrig, 
and the name of the Deity in the sixth. I don't know pose 7s not to d7 en t that the replacement of the 
how this worked out in mactice, perhaps they wro~ •t s=ply to point ou tributes largely to the form-
a 11 proper nouns in the 1 ower case un ti 1 they got iot r,,mer by the latter c ~~r one e Lou Gehrig is a dm1 t t ed , 
the fourth ,grade, and perhaps avoided talking about t• 1essn 7ss of Englis:h t Bart Starr, Willy Mays,, Wilt 
Deity until the sixth. anything ~~Y be: Ly n~ehrig in the curriculum, anyone 

Chamberlain?_ With ou children are no longer directed Our ancestors teaching traditional grammar did is safe on firS t . The ·sing .what people think any 
much better than this. One could guess ·tha t they to a course of st udy co:p~~ There are no longer par
would be on subjects and medicates in the third a■d/~ucated p~rson shou!: : giish course of study should 
maybe gerunds in the eighth. They were going .somewh,• ticular things that. \h:refore no longer an English 
Maybe not to any impo1tant place, but at least some-' contain, and there i~, ·tuation'brought about English 
where. It was, I believe, the tendency beginning in course of study. This~~ din any direction, forwards, 
the Twenties to abandon the sequential study of gra~ books that could be st ~ ie ally nothing was related 
that took the spine out of English and left it floppi b,ckward~, s1 eway Th as not much difference between 
and amorphous. This quite apart from the question 01' to anything else· ;re: the eighth except that 10 the 
whether it's useful to teach traditional grammar. Th~ ~he fourth grade boo an little longer, and the pie
point is rather that a subject with no identifiable eighth the sentences wer:-~dren. 

• d s diagon · • · 

subject matter is formless. It must either find as~ tures portrayed larger c i 

ject matter or disintegrate. The tendency of English But thi·s was not yet the worst that was to happen 
in the past few decades has been to disintegrate. The 

1
. h didn't seem to have anything 

orthodox view for a long time was that the only grammi to Engl~sh. Since En~ i~urriculum makers with new de-
that should be taught was what was called "functional! in particular to teac ' h" to be taught began to 
grammar." This means teaching no grammar that cannot. mands rom. 

1
. h Telephone manners, for exam · • • f society for t ings ple 

be put to direct and instant use in the correction of.1 dump them 7nto En~ ~s · the telephone don't you, so why 
some specific error in speaking and writing. That is, You speak in Engli~ onl ss teach you now to speak on 
you don't teach the participle unless you catch the I shouldn't the English~ abehave to your grandparents, 
youngster saying, "He had wrote a letter." Then you the telephone?_Or howth~ new child in class, or how to 
teach the participle, with no concern for what gramma1 or how to be nice to t ·frame the soft answer that 
may have been taught before or may be taught later. plan a picnic, or how 0

1
.sh came to be concerned less 

Obviously, such a procedure cannot possibly lead to turneth aw~y wra th . En;n~ literature and more and 
any real understanding of the grammatical system as a 11nd less with language 
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.. Yet the school curriculum is built 
more with manners and morals, and with other things a~ part of a t1:~-that every child that e~ters,Overseas 
well. I remember an English teacher in a curriculum oll the assump d will graduate from it 1.n the twelfth. 
meeting where it was proposed to add still another th:ing ill the firs! gr~ e tentl false, of course. Few or 
English say that she didn't see why science couldn't The assump~1.~nt~!r~ais th! fundamental view that catch
do syphillis because English was already doing gonor~ 00ne d0 : u . d that there is a ladder from one . 
rhea. Maybe all of these things should be taught, I iJlg up 1.~w:~;~1.:1 th easy steps for the child who is . 
don't know, but I can't agree that they should be through nd leaps demanded of those who 
labeled English or be allowed to clutter up English always on th e ~adde;ha s stem works. Not only does 
books. Let's have a new subject called Miscellaneous come newly to 1. t • t e 1 y ly in college admissions, but 
Children can study math at nine, Miscellaneous_at ten: ~erseas rank sp~c a:: =~ate-side schools generally 
English at eleven, and so on. And let the English be those who leave !t f 11 head of their classmates. 
restricted to the serious and sequential study of the report. that· th ey re. we lw/ committee in the American 
language and of the literature. MY advice to a cu~~1.~~ something along these lines: system' then' ~ou Plan it as if your popula-

The key word here is sequential. The hardest sinfplan a sequen!1.al prog~~m- Help your new people to 
thing for a text-book writer to maintain is sequence tion were entirely st a 11· s ou can but not at the 
and progression, to keep btiilding and not to be for- •et the standa rd a~ we a ~esigne~ for the youngster 
ever reviewing. There are two main developments in eJ(pense of !he !ota pr~!:a~hrough twelve. 
recent years that have exacerbated the problem. One who stays with 1.t from is the formlessness of English that's just been men- th prejudices and one of them 
tioned. Since English doesn't deal with any particula,, Well, I have many l~d !Iow learners. Absurd as- it 
thing, one cannot be sure that a pupil at any grade 'involves what are_cal_ th t the important thing about 
level, from first to thirteenth, knows any particular maY seem,'my f~el1.~g ~s that they learn slowly. This 
thing about English, anything that can be used as a slow learners 1.s s1.mp Y _aen time to learn and also 
foundation to climb to something else. I don't think •ans that_ th ey muSt b:fg~:e teacher than with fast 
I ever had a student in college who had never heard~ that more 1.s dema~ded din enuity more patience. If 
Shakespeare, but I have had college students who were learners• M.ore. w1. t an ld g teache;s would be graded for 
under the impression that Shakespeare wrote his works this were a logical wor 'lly good ones would be put 
in Latin and that they were just badly translated. eJ(cellence a nd all th e rea nd the rather poor ones 
And the other development is the extraordinary mobilit: teaching the. slow lea~:er~' s~ learners. For the fast 
of modern society. There was nothin- like thi~when •~uld be assigned to ~ aher at all and anyway can't 
I was in school. I would guess that-over eighty per ~arners hardly need a eace But th;t's not the way 
cent of my first grade class was still together in the be much harmed by a poo~ 0

~v;tion is that the clever 
eighth grade. I don't know whether we were taught the world goes an~ my 0 .!ewa to the clever pupils. 
well or not, but at least we were taught more or less teacher usually f1.nd s hi h dy to the full exercise of 
the same things and the teacher knew more or less what~ is, ther~fore, n~}-~us eWhen I say that the charac-
we had been taught and what to build on. Nowadays, Ms pr~fess1.onal ab1. i y. •s that they learn slowly, 
particularly in the higher income groups, there is terist1.c 0 ~ slow le~r~:rs 1. n often learn the same 
nothing like this. A youngster may pbp in and.out of I mean to imply th a ey c~ that it takes them a 
two or three school districts a year. And the teacher things a~ fa st learn:rs 'kon the further stronger claim 
can't possibly know what training all have in common longer time· 1 wou~ ma ~he same thin~s, at least in 
and what to build on. 

iliat they ought to earn din much of high school~ And the elementary grade~,_an .. ht to learn the same i I think that in English. they h oug from one through things as much of them as t ey can, .f. ·th a 

Well, what could curriculum planners do in such a situation? At the.risk of sounding frivolous; I will say the only thing they can do is pretend it doesn't happen. This is what is done in the school of my own community, The American Overseas School of Rome. This school has a turnover that could be matched I think by very few in the States. The children are constantly coming and going as diplomatic and business reassign- 1 ments require. A .laige number following iri the wake~ Fullbiight or Sabbatical parents.come for just a year 
14 

twelve: I' 11 try to make this /o~!/~=c~a~~ ~~ the ra·ther exaggerated example. S J?P . the twelfth 1 d . t. ta streaming device in schoo is r1.c • . ion on streaming one way grade. I nave no strong opin no objection to a fast or the other. But I would seey L·ke It 11 "Macbeth," • "H l t " "As OU l. , stream studying am e ! "Hamlet" and "As You Like the middle stream studying . . . t "Hamlet " lt" and the slow stream studying JUS • 
, 
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. . t keep students active in 
What I would object to·, I think,would be a situation i ff it's difficult O f"fteen minutes at 
which the fast stream studied. "Hamlet.," the middle P

O b for more than about t7n °~ ~her that even if 
stream J.P. Marquand, and the slow stream Loµ Gehrig e.ia And we have the feeling u~ s much ~loser to 
Streaming of .this sort, particularly in the lower • ~eid the practice would not ~e uf actual and 
grades, produces a system just as pernicious as the ~ual' ~he spontaneous generation °eason that this 
British Eleven Plus, or other plan to sort out pup11 8 rgor iess accurate language. T~e rthically bound, 
of tender years, deciding that some will lead and doro, e O roblem is that the educator. is e ount of resis-
inate and others will haul and carry. They won't a11 a Pms to me, to put up ~ certain a~iner The lay-
achieve l~adership, obviously, but they ought all to 1-eto the layman's_pass~on for ~a:nythi!~ that is 
have a good shot at it and to be permitted to go just~~s willing to believe in almosll don the telephone 
as far as thei: brains and industry and the skill of ~•nical. Once in Rome I was.ca ;tates Embassy. 
the teachers will take them. They ought none be barre•cb\olonel attached to th e U~i t~d colonel in the 
a priori from t.he place where the power is. And I' 11' a , t suppose that one gets O t 7 a amount of intel
~ell you where the power is. It's not with Lou Gehr~~:d States Army without a c~~-ainolonel remaiked 
it's with "Hamlet." A rather interesting situation P. ce and common sense, but l.~ c n Italian. and he 
has developed in that respect with the English series~fbe had heard tha~ he had io fear I~alian iearning 
that I wrote. It's rather conservative and rather ~ ~ard that I was in control O h~n into this machine. 
hard, quite demanding, and intellectual. One would tdbine, and he wanted me to P ug bi: man and would · 
think it would be used, if at all, with superior stu- 1h he advised me that he was~ uw~eks to learning 
dents. Actual"ly in a number of places it has been \ be able to devote more th a~. wo as efficient enough 
adopted for what I think are now called "disadvantaged-\ Han. He hope~ that my mac ine w children. I don't know why this is, but I imagine it'~eet this requirement. has something to do with Federal funds. But whatever I situation perhaps not 
the explanation, I confess that I take some pleasure on the home front, we have_a idiosyncratic view, 
in the thought that these disadvantaged children are extreme, but nevertheless,_in my hines film strips, 
studying good things like Stevenson and Larkin and 1 rming. We're all for teachi~g ~~~r machinery, much 
Dickens and Mark Twain, while Caroline Kennedy is :ies, records, tapes a nd mu~.t~le value. I include 
learning how to talk on the telephone. p which seems to me of very l. the series that I wrote. re the records that accomp~ny them w;i. th very moderate 

I' 11 now come to what is my most unpopular pre- would advise teachers io Ph:! quite a lot of time is 
judice of all and I think quite an idiosyncratic one. ~ectation, an~ then,on {•:e me you can be sure the 
I'm one of those people who cannot change a light ·ailable; for if you re l.that the mechanism won't 
bulb wi!hout risking blowing out ~he powe 7 of the . ijrd will be !oo shor!, oror that you won't be able to 
whole city. And so I have a particular view of au~1~ ~oduce satisfactorily, th ill play at the wrong 
visual aids. I'm a firm believer in them, but I think ·nd the band you want, or ey 

O
we of the arguments 

there are only two that are really first rate. One ~ed and Donald Du~k on Y0 ':1· thnt because of the large 
is the teacher's voice and the other is the chalkboard,F machinery of this sort is a mechanical help is 
I can see that the overhead projector may b~ in some lasses that teachers must ~anage, re ~larmingly large. 
circumstances more convenient than the chalkboard, ~cessary . .Obvious~y th e c ~ss:~ ~esota but in Cali-
but beyond that I feel that machinery is to be classed don't know how things are

1
1.nt ~~w months I've been 

as an educationa~ nuisance, except in very particular rnia where. I've been th e t~sbe observed ~verywhere 
circumstances. I'll take an example somewhat apart uch bemused by the lu~ur~he size of classes. These 
from our present con~ern. Much_of my work has b7 en n the scho~ls exc7Pt in ·ve beautifully design~d, 
connected with teaching of foreign languages, which ~hools are truly impr~ss~ ' peted equipped with 
since the middle 195O's has been involved much with ~y and light, e~tensivety carout of the wall at the 
the use of language laboratories. Like most other h sorts of machines th ~ P~P ses run thirty-five to 
people in this field, I was pretty bullish about lan- ouch of a button, butte~ as schools overseas gen
guage labs at one time, and have come to considerabl~ prty on the average· A1?:ric;~ere isn, t much equip
disillusionment. I think they have some small contri-tally do better than th i • d twenty. And my feel
bution to make to foreign language learning but nothin!ient but the classes r:1n a1oun ch better. commensurate with the cost of institution and main- ,.,g is that the education s mu tenance and supervision. Our experience in Rome has to say about grammar and 
been that after the first flush of enthusiasm has I still have something 16 
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usage and I' 11 try to be brief. On usage-, the Engl iangy one--a languagE) 
11 

e Structural linguistics fhat dips generously int? o~d 
••••••• is •onfron••d wi•• ••• prob••m no• •ob•~ ~• si•• and mod•rn •••• ••• ·i■ •••••i••• •h•t •ood 
in ot••• subj•ctl, or •t ••••t not so•••••••· ~ 4 ~•••••••• •• t••t corr••t•~:• th• r•q•ir•m•nts of th• 
the constant change and development that is going 

O 
h85

11sh is ·whatever beS t ~ui 5 tanc'e and I'm sure 

t•• ••nguag•. Englis• ••ang•s on•, v•ry ••o••• in 1 ,;,,,, t•• p ••fully avoid m•k'■g t~• • 1. n n gng lace and the cir cums · ' h · ld ervous 
d•ep s•!•••••••• t•• u■d•r•yin• ••- t•at gov•rn it/ ~• ••.••o••d c• n ua • or a■h•m•d oft,• d~•••ct 
•••••ss1on. But it c•a■g•s fast in t•• ■•rfac• ,,,, \,ut •1• ••• of •: ~ ! his P•r•■ts or his playm•t•• · 
••••. And t•is of cour■• is ••• • t•• arg•m•n • about'";,,• •• •as ••••n• 

1 
:~, t tbirik w• s•ould ••Pend any, W•b■ t•r 's T•ird w•s •11 •bout. Th• dictionary repo, on •be ?th•r ••~d th~ child how to talk on. t•• play• 

•••t •h• •••fa•e ••••c••r•■ of •h• ••nguage had chan,! ,orgy ~• •••c•~•• t••n-ag•rs •ow to •alk hk• t•••-
enormo•s•, b•••••n •934, t•• dat• of ••• S•cond '••• ' w,d, in t•achin• d know hnw •o do. W~ ebould 
nation•• and •96•, ••• dat• of t•e Third. T•is ••co' r,,,,. T•is t••Y ~!~•~rivial distinctions hk• that distr•s■cd t•• •ditors and writers and many of o•r •• b•d•v 1• t••• W1. ll but we do ha•• an obhg~tion, 
na ti ona • magazin•s ~nd newspap?r■ ••o attacked th• di :,••••• s•all and. w~ th•m wit• how t•• gr•• t wri t•r■ 
t1onary editors as 1f t•••• •d1tors w••• r•spon■ ihle 1 think, •o acqu■i:d d Gibbon, Edmund B•rk•, Winston 
for the ••ann. Butt•••••••• is just a fac• of •n ,, sp••k•r■ • 1 k• w•r o•l PaG. Wod•hou•••av• •••d 
hi:;•1, d•~••op•d, hig•ly inventi v•, •ie•1, co■■•nic,. /,ere hill, Rob•rt Ing~~• mak; it do •h• things that 
tive civilization. Nobody is responsible for it, bu the English language 
we all have to adapt to it one way or another. Havin- they wanted done· 

been o•t of this co•ntry for mor• than six Y•ars, r ' last to grammar, th• subj•ct 
have be•n quite st•••k by th• ••••gos in •he languag, I com• th•■ at th ~- h t•ach•r■ for th• last forty 
t•at hav• ••ken_pla•c in the_intcrva•. I don't mea, that has agitated Eng !~

1 
subj•cts. Should?"• t•ach_ 

so much th• obvious th1ngs lik• new t•rms for spa•e ears p•rhaps moat of kind? Up to th• 1920 s, trad1 
d•v•lopm•nt or expr•ssions lik• "ke•p your cool" or :,ommar and 1f so ••~t 

1 
in the curriculum, and taught 

jok•s lik• "sorry abo•t t•a t." I m•an a •••g• ou■he, t1onal grammar was firm r al way. It wasn • t particu-
of mor• subtle diff•r•n•••· For •xampl•, t ■ k• a sen. i• a mor• or le■■.•••••• ~ctions with t•• ■•holarly 
t •nee Ii ke "T• is has got to b• Barn w• 1J • s finest pe,. 1., ly ~• ho lar 1 Y , 1 ts •on~ uous and it de pe nd•d mos ti Y 
formanco." Six y•ars ago this would •av• m•ant that grammarians ••r• P••tty ::.,..;. of th• •ight••■th 
if Barnwc•• doesn't P•rform today h•tt•r t•an. •• •ve, from th• work of t•xtboot ries particularly, on both 
did be for• •e will h• in trouble. Now it means Barn. and •arly nin•t••■th ••n f u th•' Am•rican, Lindl•y Murray· 
well has never perform•d so well as he is •••forming sid•■ of th• Atlantic, ?

11 
·•al and it could not b~ 

tod•y. Such developm•n •• a•• everywh••• in th• langu. This grammar was Qft•n 1 og~actical b•n•fit. But Ct 
ag•. It se•ms it's univ•rsa• now to addr•ss all ath- shown that it provid•d_a~y •, and it was taught ■•r1ous
••t•s as "Baby" and oth•r people as w•ll; I wci■ d••ed had its own inn•r consis ••• a hundr•d Y••••· Our an
••• th•r I ■hou•d hav• s• id "Thank you, Prof•ssor Alle,f ly and ■•qu•n tially for ~v~! tood it or not, wer• to 

baby." ,es tors• wh•th•r th•y ?~ • To some •xt•nt th•Y thought 
The question is: How does the English teariher, the 

teacher of the language, some would say the custodian 
of the language, float on this current? I suppose the 
answer depends somewhat on the temperament of the 
teacher. My own inclination is to stick pretty close 
to my own dialect, that is San Luis Obispo, California. 
1920 vintage. I don't require that the youth I teach 
adoptthis, but I equally resist having to adopt the 
dialect of the youth I teach. I probably couldn't if 
I wanted to. The older person always sounds a bit 
sillyi it seems to me, when he tries to talk like a 
young person. He is better off being himself, perhaps 
a little self-consciously himself, perhaps a little 
deliberately archaic. So far as the school is con~ 
cerned, I think that the essential language of the 
English class should be a fairly conservative one, an 
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some degree shaped b~ i ·ently lived differently, 
differently, wrote ~i!ferl gra~mar they learned. Short
because of the traditiona the whole matter of teach
ly after the first Worl? ~~r uestion: It was argu~d 
ing grammar wa.s called in h q was little correlation 
rather successfully that t ere d improv~m.ent of writing. 

t d of grammar an h ld between the s u ~. e to be that grammars ou 
The orthodox position cam or if taught at. all, only 
not be taught in the scho?ls te~ ad hoc to the cure of 
functionally._ Th~t is, directeacher~I suspect most 
specific writing ills. Manyh gr.ammar as best they could, 

t • ed to teac · h" d teachersi con inu .. considered old-fas ione ' 
but with t~e onu~ of be~~,icial support and with an 
unprogressi ve' with no. . taining the sequence. 
increasing difficulty ino~:~nof having always to re
They came often t? thte ~ of teaching it. 
view the grammar ins ea 
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There came then the impact of wh~t is generally siderable number ever stammered out the sentence. called structur~l g:amniar. This developed through th c~~t happens is that the Customs. man boards the train _researches of:~ing1;1ists of t_h~ 30'.s·and 40's,,_·and ca,'\ Calais or Modane, usually anxio1;1s to get back ~o to gen,eral not.ice in the p_ub_lication of -Charles Carp ~.
5 card games, says hopefully, "Rien a declarer? and ter Fries' St.ructure. of En'glish in 1952. This brusbe~ !Jl. u say, "Rien a declarer," and go back to the study. away a 1:1UJ?ber of illog'Icalities and inconsistencies Y~ your phrase book. The view~ of the p.7ople who write of traditional grammar, promoted a more rational View \rase books on what phrases might come in handy are of the very large problem of correctness, and sattsn/ometimes peculiar. There's. a Dutch ~ook on useful the needs. of some teachers who wanted grammar but Wh • ~ glish words and phrases which contains the senten~e were quite dissatisfied with the traditional gramma/.,,gur postilion has been struck by lightning." One is which had, until then, been their only alternative, t likely to find use for this, which is a pity be-Had _I the time, I would like here to dwell on the n°use it• s a sentence with a certain euphony and a merits of structural grammar. The contributionsof tb,~\d of dignity. But in fact, the chanc 7s that a Holstructuralists to our understanding of language have 1:nder visiting New York will have occasion to say, b7e1:1 ~ery large ~nd, unfortunately, h~ve of!en been for example, "Where are J\lY sui tcas~s?" are not much minimized by their successors. But time being what it reater than they are for "Our postilion has been struck is, I will pass over them and point simply to their ; lightning." They're a little greater, but not ~uch. essential weakness. They tend 7d to teach grammar asal{~'d have to lose his suitcases fir~t of ~11, ~ th~ng closed system, and to base their recommendations for ot really easy to do, and then be in a situatio~ in language learning and language study accordingly. The :hich "Where are my sui teases?" is the proper thing to work suggested that learning a language was essentiali, say. Maybe "A thief just made off with my sui teases" a matter of learning a number of sounds, of words and or "Has anyone seen any unclaimed sui teases i~ !he sentences, and_sentence patterns and then 1;1-sing these lobby?" would be better. The order of_p:obability of as the need arises. Most sys terns for foreign languag, "Where are my, sui teases" and "Our postilion has been teaching evolved within the last few years have been •struck by lightning" are quite similar. Both are near based on this assumption and have therefore failed. zero. 

Then the transformationalists, and particularly, well, what does all this mean to the teaching @f of course,Noam Chomsky of M.I.T., came along in the English? I'm not so bold to claim that I know. Wh~t mid 50's pointing out that language is not like that it suggests to me is that we ought to be more occupied at all, that it's not a closed system but a very open with describing the underlying systems of the language--one. The language is not the set of sentences one the systems th-at permit us to make new sentencesi new learns and uses at need. It is instead a system for words, pronounce them correctly--than with devoting generating these sentences according to unpredictable•our energies to the haphazard pursuit of surface matsituations. Most of the sentences generated will be ters. Like whether it is better to say "Two plus two new ones never used before and yet accepted by the is four" or "Two plus two are four." The child. who reader or hearer as correct and proper sentences of learns what it is that enables him to come_up t? each the language. The number of possible sentences avail-new situation with the language that the situation reable to the speaker of English is, if not infinite, at quires learns to a considerable ex ten! what it i~ that least on the order of magnitude of the particles of makes him a human being. I cannot think that this • ~he universe. And the number of sentence types is no~knowledge is less valuable than that o~ history ?r importantly smaller. Thus it can be shown that apart mathematics or biology. It's also entirely possible from the simplest formulas and greetings like "Hello" that conscious understanding of the mechanism of the a~d "Thank you" and trite expressions like "A good language will improve his control of the language. If time was had by all," the chances that any particular 1it does so much the better. person will have occasion to-use any· particular sen- ' ;ence are quite small. This is so even in cases when This is then roughly my position, my set of preju-the needs of the person are pretty well known in ad- ,dices on the teaching of English. Perhaps you will vance. For example, tourists. Countless British 'think'them too conservative or reactionary. It's ~ourists preparing'for Continental travel have memor: certainly conservative. I think we've been a little ~z~d the French, _Ge~man and Spanish equivalents of too quick in the last few decades to jetti~on cargo. I have two pounds of tea am:l three- bars of chocolate Yet 1 wouldn, t want to return tc, the Twenties even if for my own personal use;" btit it's doubtful that any n could. I would just like to recapture for English 
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~ome of the old things of value and t 
the help of the many important ~dvance~ teach them 
~ade, not only_ in pedagogy but al . that have b: 
~ng of language and literafure b so in the ?nders~ 
is the most important of all ,b_ecause I think th~ 
school, the best and love1· su Ject matters in the 
that the teacher can set biefst, and most powerful~ 

e ore the child. •• 
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focus on t€ach1nq th€ human1t1€s 
A NOTE ON BIBLIOGRAPHY 

FOR HIGH SCHOOL HUMANITIES .COURSES 
BY WALLACE KENNEDY 

Specia I Projects Coordinator of Bloomington Schools 

Humanities courses being -taught in Minnesota are ~s 
various as the teachers who design and teach ~h~m. They 
follow organizational schemes that are interdiscipl.i-• 
pry, chronological or thematic and they may be :Philo~ 
50 phically, historically or ~tructurally focused .. 
Their bibliographies are better understood within ~he 
~ontext of each course syllabus. They are pr~bably 
best understood from· visitation to see them taught. 

A partial listing of teachers and schools that'. of
fer humanities is given with the suggestion that appeals 
be made to those schools for information about course 
content. 

Humanities at Grade Eleven 
, .. 

John Goodnature 
Albert Lea H. S. 
Albert Lea, Minnesota 

James Warren 
Alexander Ramsey H. S. 
Roseville, Minnesota 

Gene Lohman Donna Marshall 
F B Kellogg H. S. 
Roseville, Minnesota 

St. Anthony of P~dua H. S. 
830 N. E. Second Street 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Orville Gilmore 
Albert Lea H. S. 
Albert Lea, ·Minnesota 

Cornelia Nachbar 
English Coordinator 
lndep. School District 271 
Bloomington, Minnesota 

Martin Wiltgen 
Mankato H. S. 
Mankato, Minnesota 

Humanities at Grade Twelve 

Neal Luebke 
Robbinsdale H. S. 
Robbinsdale, MinnesotA 

John Loegering 
St. Louis Park H. S. 
St. Louis Park, Minnesota 

Jerry Villars 
Stillwater H: S. 
Stillwater, Minnesota 

Donna Marshall 
St. Anthony of Padua H. S. 
830 N. E. Second Street 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Wallace Kennedy, a John Hay Fellow in Humanities at Columbia University in 
1957-68, has taught English and Humanities courses at Albert Lea High School 
and John F. Kennedy High School in Bloomington. 
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WHERE ANGELS FEAR TO TREAD: HUMANI.TIES PROGRAMS IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS BY FRED E. H. SCHROEDER 
University of Minnesota - Duluth 

In planning a humanities grogra~ th8re is some danger of having fools rush irt whera an~els fbar to tre~d. I shouldn't like to h~v~ th~ imagery regarded too literally, for I don't like to thin~ of m~self a~ clothed in either identity, even though I hav~ had some experience in rushing in where· angt,ls had fearec1 to tread. Some years ago I was hired to teach junior high s~hool "core," a curricular term wtjicb antedates the ·more sophisticated-sounding "humanities."' What I was expected to do was to t~:ach American h,istory and'English. Since 1· rather prided myself in having an integrative mind, I envis~oned a perfectlt dove~ tailed integrated course in which lliy students would study the history and the literature of given periods and!places in American life, whereupon they would exercise their learning in free-wheeling themes. But I failed to do as I had. intended, and ultimately div~ded the two-hour period evenly between history and English, 

Now, with the angelic credentials of a degree in American Studies and five years' experience in teaching college humanities courses, I know a little more about why angels may have feared to tread where I had rushed in. Furthermore, I now see a spate of problems involved in planning any kind of humanities program in the secondary school, 

The first of these problems is that of defining the word "humanities" so that teachers, students, and maybe even parents will have some common ground of understanding. One valid definition of "humanities" is the study of Humanism, that is, the "Great'.Books." Another valid definition of "humanities" is the study of the humanities, that is, tine arts and social stud;.. ies; The inclusion of social studies is deba~able, but when it is considered that many works whi~h are by any definition humanistic (Plato's Republic; More's Utopia; Castiglione's The Courtier) are also unquestionably social studie's;-it seems patent that any humanities course of study must include both the arts and the social studies. The ~istinction betw~en the~e de:firiftfons ot·••l:iwnariities' II. howeve,r' is easiil.y re·so·i-ved' 1:r--we re·ga·rd· "human'ities" as an integrative -s-t-tt<t, e-f ll!!l'n, of ffla'ft'"'s problems, and of'man's· achieveme11ts. Tlie'lte.y term is "i.ntegrative. 11 There are two 
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. ds of integrating the study ditional academ1c_metho s which integrate mater-uaman; first, offering coursenes· second, offering ~flS from the vario~s disc1pl1the'student to the var•~urses £!.~which ~x~~:~eupon requiring some kind ~scip~1nes per~• . ,ous t. e proJ· ect or seminar. f integra 1v 
o . io s out of the first method The problem which deve f~ ial eclecticism. The ·s the possibility of supero~cthe second method is iroblem which develops ~u! is often. a misunderstood pdministrative. E~lect1c1s~ucated selection from aerm, It ideally implies e se of developing an inte!aried sources for.the pu~:~es all of the best. In rated whole tha! 7nco~pohumanities courses frequently :ractice, e~lectic1sm_in P and down the centuries, sults in one's roaring u . That is it ~~imming off choice morsels pi~s~~~ God and'the Uniproduces thir~y-week co~rs~~e other'hand, the pieceverse--with pictures. n l disciplines in separate meal exposur: ~o the s:v:raand the possibility o~ courses is disinteg~at1~ tegrating seminar is slim, reparing an effective in . sit in the flow of ~hat with the usual ~~ord:~!~~menis of English, his-communication among e d music and what with tory, social problems, a~tf~nding a teacher suited for ' the additional problem o in • such a task. 

. th d f integrating a humanitie~ course For either me o_ o e teacher is the maJor and of study, the selecti~:a~~e;hmust have an integra!i~e essential task. The . lt of his academic training mind, which may be the r!suts or all too rarely, both. or of his own natural ta en ~ot only as they are im-His interests must be broad,. t but also as they are plied in his college tran~crip Many humanities majors exhibited in his way of life. too snobbish for socioare suchonly because.th:Ye~e~~r the more conventional logy and too ill-discipl7~·es degree is sometimes a major programs. A_human7 1 scratches all too easily cocktail-party pat7na whi~~thermore, breadth of interest in the academic grind. F pled with organizational J and training is not always_co~nar program is a slip~ ability, and any interdi~cip;xasp~ratingly octopusian pery creature to ~old on o, in its direction,, 

humanities course must be Octopus or not, a true 1· its the study·of man and interdisciplinary. ~f one timt philosophical matters, his problems _and ?:chiev~men_ i; .. ~ a humanities course. this is a P,hiloso1>hY ~ou~~eit ~~rary achievements' it ~f one_lim1ts the stu y not a·humanities course;.an~ 1-s a literature course' . l achievements' it is 1 .. ts the. study. to socia • • 
i.f one . 1.mi • 
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a history course. Moreover, merely lacing philosophy literature or history courses with a few slides and a' warmed-over award-winning television documentary is not integration. Nevertheless, such practices are a step in the right direction and might very well be planned as an intermediate stage in moving toward humanities in the secondary school. It has been said that if English teachers and history teachers did their jobs, humanities and interdisciplinary studies would never have been needed. Let me explain. 

Ordinarily in history and literature courses we cluster ideas around some convention of the prevailing ethos, such as Romanticism or the Enlightenment. Such an ethos will evoke intellectual creations in various forms. Consequently, there are often close relationships among artists in the different creative fields. Thus, in American romanticism, the cult extended from the writers Bryant and Emerson to the painters Thomas Cole, Asher Durand, and Washington Allston. Although there can never be a one-for-one. relationship between the arts, common themes and attitudes are always there and exposure to one medium will reinforce the image ' in the other media. In a remarkable number of instances, too, artists worked in several media. .William Blake, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, D. H. Lawrence and E. E. Cummings, for example, were painters. Hector Berlioz, Richard Wagner, and Gian-Carlo Menotti were at times their own librettists. Francis Hopkinson and John Dowland were composers, and Thomas Jefferson was an architect. Even where the relationships are not necessarily so immediate, the juxtaposition of artistic products from different fields is valuable. For example, one can relate Alexander Pope to Thomas Rowlandson, Ludwig van Beethoven to Kaspar Friedric~, Carl Sandburg to Aaron Copland, or Walt Whitman to Matthew Brady. ·Frequently, too, artists select their themes from other artists. John Quidor·painted scenes from Washington Irving. Gustave Dore illustrated the Divine Comedy. Deems Taylor composed music for Through the. Looking Glass, Henry Purcell fqr The Fairy Queen, and Charles "Iv"esillustrated Emerson,--rtloreau, Jiaw=thorne and Alcott in a piano sonata. Ttiese and many other parallels and relationships can b~ profitably brought into the English or history classrooin--if one can locate and afford the supplies and equiµinent needed for their presentation. 

This is the final problem of a humanities course of st'udy. , It is expensive~ , Slides' both purchased and specially made,·· filin strips, movies·~ and recordings for only one course can cost up to $2000 or 
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n 
$5000, and the equipment for presentin~ them as ~e as a ~eacher's time expended in ordering and_organ-~~l e materials are additional costs. _Fo~ this ~1ng tha modest budget spent to enrich existing_courses ~aso:~veral' years' time might be a better starting over than a full-blown humanities program. plan 
one isn't ev~rything, though. A thou~and slides M schwann-filled music library are no aids to edu~a_a 'f ~he teacher is not able to use them. A cation iine is no more than a salted mine, and no saltedtm ·11 strike intellectual paydirt from the mere stud~nhm:~t of a literary course with non-literary garn1s He must be taught to see and to hear closely source~iically and he must be taught by a tea~he~ who a~d er sees a~d hears. The disciplines are disc:-. hl~se~f The truly interdisciplinary mustoe ~rof1c1ent p11ne. than ·one discipline and at least passively . in more t . 11 An admittedly Botticelli-like quiz competenl in al .: y po1· nt. two paragraphs above , ht he p exp ain m • • d m1g thirty-five persons and titles were m~ntione :f. some u are not quite familiar first-hand ~1th speci ic If yo . thirty of these artists, you works of, let ust sa~'ready to teach a humanities course. robably are no ye 11 • s to Pd if you didn't catch the contemporary a usion_ An and Botticelli you may not be the aesthetic Sc~wann ou ma have thought yourself .to be. sw1nge~h!h~~i~ty-fi~e names mentioned are rather local ~ls~ime and place--they include no classica~ altu-1~ ons no oriental allusions. The only medieva .. name ~~ Da~te· the only Baroque, possibly Purcell. hln . ~hort, there is no undisciplined short cut to umani-

tiesAll of the above, I'm afraid, has been ratherthe ative Let us suppose, however, that one ~as ~!!cher ~ith an integrative but disciplined mindH a faculty to support him, and a generous budget. ow does one organize the course? 

h three approaches to interdisciplinary T ere are . d These three humanities courses, any of which. are goo. • approaches are area studies, period studies, a1f d' --In area studies one is usua y problem stu ies: o'r'73'ri hsh s{~dies (or some region limited to American e barriers in of these nations) because of th~ languag ld . 1-1 eriod studies, one cou specia other cultures.. ~ P . or the renaissance, or ize for example, in classics, ross , - H • ce one ranges ac · the enli?htenment. ere, ~7n works in translation is many national borders! rea in? blem studies the not so provincial. Finally, in pro 1· ion liberty teacher selects one or_mo~e them:~~-:!a~~nes'these ' the image of man, for ins ance-- t· h t ld history In the final accoun ing, throug ou wor • 
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no matter which approach is used, it will be, to a 
degree, a combination of all three. Thus, American 
studies is necessarily limited in time period--post 
1500 A.D.--and will probably be further limited in 
theme--for ex.ample, the frontieror anti-intellectu
alism or nationalism. 

All the troubles involved,. howe~er, are wdrthwhile 
The ideal of humanities courses hardly needs defense.· 
In every sense of the word, they are liberalizing for 
the student and the teacher who are freed from slavish 
specialization, from limited exposure to the literary 
products of culture and from narrow cultural provin
cialism. Humanities courses can effectively enrich 
the student's academic experience more than any other 
kinds of courses, and although they are, because oft~ 
sophistication of the materials involved, best suited 
for the high ability student, the sweeping var~ety of 
the education experience is equally appealing to the 
less able student. Nonetheless, I still say step, 
don't rush, where the angels have feared to tread. 
Their fears have not been unfounded. 

Fred E. H. Schroeder, former public school teacher, and a contributor to 

SEWANEE REVIEW, E J, AMERICAN QUARTERLY, ETC., is now at the 
University of Minnesota - Duluth. 

HIGH SCHOOL HUMANITIES -
SOME WHYS, SOME HOWS, AND SOME WHY NOTS 

BY BETTY S. S_TAINER 
Lincoln High School, Bloomington 

The place of the humanities course in the high 
school curriculum has been a much discussed subject 
in the past few years. Many English teachers have 
wrestled with the problem of the feasibility of plac
ing humanities at the high school level. The pro
humanities voices have been increasingly stronger, 
and now the problem has become more how to structure 
the humanities program rather than whether to teach 
humanities. 

Although there are many aavantages to a humanities 
approach to English, there are also pitfalls. Those 
of .us who helped develop a 12th grade humanities cur
riculum in Bloomington ha_ve become increasingly con
scious of both the advantages and the weaknesses of 
the humanities program which is now in its fourth 
year in the Bloomington high schools. Perhaps a brief 
sketch of the development, philosophy, revision and 
continuing re-revision of the curriculum will point up 
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bOtb these problems. 

• 64 four Bloomington high school 
In the spring of 19 'e asked by the English Co-

ior English teachers wer . . course geared 

s;~inator to help prep:refat~~m!~~i~~sclass. All that 

~o the top ten per c~~h ~hat to teach and how long to 
ummer we wrestled w1 urriculu~. We developed a 

send on each part ~f the c een fundamentally alter-
~~sic philosophy whic~ ;~~s~o~u~riculum should provide 
ed: that t~e honorstu~erits to consider philos~phy, 
an opportun7tY for s d literature as expressive of 
Usl• c architecture, an. 11 f peri· od we narrowed 

in ' • ld "view o a · 
the prevailing wor W ld and since we wished 
the field to the Western or1·te'rature we included 

• h is to be on 1 ' 
1 our main emp as ·t writing drama, nove s, 

studies of expos1 ory ' genre 
and poetry. 

the humanities curriculum 
By the end of the ~~~~-rcture assignments and a 

was ready - complete w1 r the whole year. The class 
day-to-day lesson pla~ f~ chers to about 100 hono~ 
was to be tau~ht by sixf ~~e time was to be spent in 
stude~ts. Whilel~os;o~p discussions, the ~roups met 
non-directed sma g f'l and field trips. 
together for lectures, l ms, 

he first year, we revised the cur-
.At the end oft that (1) The materials we had 

riculum. We had foun? ot always live up to our ex~ 
so carefully chosen d7dh~ heduling threw teachers 
pectations; (~) The tig s~hen there was a su?de~ pep 
and students into a fre~zy honor society init1at10~, 
fest, senior c~as~ ~eeting(The irony of the schedul~ng 
snow·day - ad inf1n1~um. we were nearly alway~ "~ff 
situation was that since. t dents at the beginning of 
the schedule given to t;el: ue weren't well organized); 
the year, the students 1 cu:sions are slow, and not 
(3) Non-directed group d s . ht be and verbose tea-

f • tful as they mig ' k d 
always as ru1 . not talking except when as e 
chers have a hard time ·_ t d nts and an even harder 
a direct question by the s u_et ; twenty minute lee
time not turning the answer inp~ex areas we felt the 

(4 ) S of the more com 
ture; ome such as logic' were a 
students could comprehend,the best high school senior 
little difficult for even 
English student. 

• summer of 1965 revising ~nd 
We spent much time the . two high schools with 

t h the course in 
preparing to eac r team members and one new 
thre~ teachers (tw~ f~rme During that year~ we s~hed
member) in each bu1ld1ng.d ·oint field trips. This 
uled exchange lectures an _J . possible so at the 

•• lt nd at times 1m , . 
proved d1ff1cu , a 1 r a congenial divorce 

d f the '65-'66 schoo yea ' en o 
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was arranged, and though we have done some.joint re. 
vision, the two programs have developed separately, 
At Kennedy the class has not remained completely tealil 
taught because of scheduling problems, so at present· 
two teachers may work together one period, two diffe~ 
ent teachers work together another period, and one of 
the teachers may have a single section to make a total 
of five sections. At Lincoln.the class remains teain, 
taught. The course is now offered ~o approximately 
the upper twenty per cent of the senior class in both 
schools. Thus, the present structure of the program 
has changed, but the basic curriculum has remained 
the same with minor changes in specific novels, plays 
and other material. ' 

At present the units covered include these: exp
0

_ 

sitory writing; Greek drama, philosophy, and archi~ 
t~cture; Hebrew and Christian philosophy, history, and 
literature; European Medieval and Renaissance art, 
architecture, music, philosophy, and literature; mod
ern art, architecture, philosophy, music and liter
ture; and a poetry unit. 

Specifically, materials covered in each period 
are these: Greek period: Greek theater and theology 
philosophies of Plato and Aristotle, forms of Greek ' 
architecture. Readings include the Theban Plays of 
Sophocles coupled with readings from Aristo""f'l'eTs 
Poetics; The Oresteia of Aeschylus; readings from 
Plato's Republic. Lectures on Greek architecture in
clude many overhead projections of sample architec
ture and various forms of construction of buildings 
and of Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian styles. Students 
write several essay tests, and either sketch or photo
graph samples of Greek columns found in Minneapolis. 

Expository writing: review of stylistic tech
niques, discussion of semantics, the fundamentals of 
syllogistic reasoning and its use in argumentation, 
writing of several compositions including definitions 
of concrete and abstract words, abstract ideas, and 
an argument which will be rewritten by each student 
until he makes an! on the paper. 

Bible unit: Lectures on Hebrew and Christian his
tory and theology. Readings include the articles in 
Life Magazine, December 25, 1964. This issue was de
voted entirely to discussion of Biblical lands, back
ground material concerning translations of the Bible, 
notes on archeology, and most important of all,~ 
sequential condensation of Old and New Testament his
tory, theology, and philosophy and excellent repioduc
tions of religious art. Other readings include the 
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t·re books of Genesis, Exodus, Ruth,_Job, Luke and 
en i and readings from Leviticus, Isaiah, Psalms, Pro
Johbn, Eccl.esiastes. Students write essay ~ests, char-11er s' 
acter sketches, and parables. 

The Medieval and Renaissance p~riod: Lectures ?n 
• oso hies of the Stoics, the ~picure~ns, the Cynics, 

phil"Co~rtiers," and specific philosophies of Desca:tes, th
!cal, Erasmus, More, and Luther. Lectures ?n music -

pae Gregorian chant, the troubadors, the madr 7ga~s, th
velopment of Baroque music. Lectures and ~iewin~s of 

de tine art and European Renaissance art including 
~f~~~o Micheiangelo, DaVinci, Raphael, Rembrandt, Va~. 1

ck Holbein, Durer, to mention a,few. Study_of arc i-
Ey t' including a local tour of churches which are 
tee ure, · R sque and presentative of Byzantine, Gothic, omane , lf 
r:roque styles. Readings include: parts

1
of Beowu 

B d Canterbury Tales, The Second Shepherd s Play, 
an an Machiavelli's The Prince, More's Utopia, 
~Yi~~~io~s from Castiglione's .The Courtier, sonnets t 
~eom Petrarch to the modern period, and Hamlet. Studen s 
r·te critical essays on some of the works read, char

wr~er sketches sonnets, critical essays on art and 
ac. In addition to the one day architectural ~our, 
mu~~~~ts spend a day at the Minneapolis Art_Institute 
~~ewing the collection of Medieval and Renaissance art. 

Modern period: readings from and lectu:es on exis
t ntial philosophy including Kierkegaard, Nie~zs~he, 
B~ber, Sartre, and Camu- .. Lectures ?n, an~ viewings 
of samples of modern schools of ~rt_inclurling the cu
bists the Dadaists, the impressionists, op art, ~nd 

;t Listening to and lectures on modern music . 
~op a • • • z semi-classical, opera, folk. electronic. 
~~~~~~~n!n~~~d;s: Moliere's Pretentious Ladies: Ibsen's 
Enem of the People, Shaw's Pygmalion, MacLeish s ~• 
Chay~fsky'sGideon, Ka~ek;s The ln~e~~ P~~l;s 10 ~~~~~e~s 
The Bald Soprano, Golding s Lord o __ e ___ , .. 

1 Face~a Hero, and Camus's The PTague. Much critica 
writing Ts done. 

Poetry Unit:· As a basic text, we use Introduction 
to the Poem, by Robert W. Boynton and_Maynard Mack ith 
Oiayden~65). Because we are e~peci~lly pleased w 
the approach to poetry presented in this text, re 
follow the outline of the boo~ and add any sam~ e ~~~=s 
from other sources which we find helpful. During 
unit students concentrate on writing poetry. 

d • d" ided into units, Although the material covere ~s iv 
these are only units of concentration rather than sep
arate compartments of study. As each a:ea of concen
tration is studied, it is incorporated into what 
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students have studied previously. Thus, as we read Hamlet and J.B., we still discuss the Gteek
0 tragic hero. Likewise as we read the Canterbury Tales, J,B Gideon, and as we listen to music and lookatartliua' architecture of the Medieval Period, knowledge gained in the Bible unit is incorporated into our discussions. 

In addition to the material covered, each student must have completed an independPnt project before sprin vacation. The project consists of a research paper, g a creative production, and an oral report. Each student chooses some humanistic subject, but is encouraged to pursue a field of interest he has not previously concentrated on. For example, students write and produce plays, sculpt, do oil paintings, design and make models of an "ideal home," design costumes for a play, or work in some aspect of dancing. Students who compose music, sculpt, or paint are not graded on the basis of a perfect product but are reminded that even if the sculpture cracks, or if the music sounds discordant, they have at least learned what not to do. The emphasis is on learning and on creating rather than on perfection. 

During the year students are taken on additional field trips when opportunities arise. This year we attended an evening performance of The House of Atreus at the Guthrie and will attend a perforiiiaiice of Britten's opera Midsummer Night's Dream in the spring. 
Perhaps at this point an obvious danger of the humanities curriculum will be clear. We began developing the curriculum with the intent of "in depth" study of selected philosophies and works of literature. With each teacher adding a work he felt was "terribly important," the amount of material covered in the curriculum indicates that we are trying to capsulize three quarters of college freshman humanities, plus some facets of the traditional senior English curriculum into one year. When this happens, we Qegin to place impossible homework demands on our students and we lose depth coverage. We will revise again this summer. 

Another obstacle to the success of the present program is the wider ability level of the students. We movedfrom four ability groupings in English to three. The placing of twenty per cent of the seniors in the humanities program was, I feel, a mistake. We cannot move as rapidly nor go into depth as much as we were able to do with more select grouping; thus the quality of the program has suffered. 
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. 1 knesses of the human-One of the mc_>st cri tt~a-th:e~arger "smal,l group" -ties program_this yea~ group size was forced on ~s iizeS. This increase in lar er teacher-pupil ratios 5 greater enrollment and M~st English teachers at ~~ the English departmeni. d of 140-160 students. tincoln this year carry_ oa sh "small" humanities ·th 20 to 23 stude~ts in_eac_ more difficult. We . wiouP productive discussion is re than 18 students in gr ' t hen there are mo • .. t· nave found tha _w . "f" nt loss in participa ion. group, there is a ~igni ic~. um number for our humanae feel 15·students is an op im 1tieS discussion groups. 
"d d itfalls and though we Though we have not avo~ e ~ha pro~ram (one sig-see the problems ~nvolve~r~~e~~ously increased teacher nificant problem is ih~he advantages of such a program preparation), we fee the student gains a better are many. In such a coursef,literature and does not t • :( the place o ' ld " per spec i ve . o. .. te d from the "re a 1 wor • view it as being isola re forced to think, and to Students in such a course a l s They are not spoon l • s for themse ve • d" come to cone usion . . is not totally non- irec-fed. Although the di~cus:i~~source person, and uses ted, the teacherd re:a~n~irection is necessary. inductive metho s we 

es ~uch a program offers Along with the advantag f"t from teaching such a students, teachers also benehi does any kind of adeclass. An Englis~ te~~~~rawh~manities curriculum_ quate job in working • t become more flexible, must broaden his kno~ledg~he~u~eachers, and must te~ch must learn to work with,o ther than impart i~formation and learn~ studen~s raore knowledge and more flexto them. A teacher with :r five periods a day1 t~us ibility is a b~tter telachE glish classes benefit in-students in regu ar n many f the humanities program. directly rom 
. Bloomington hope that tbe English teachers in . 11th-grade humanities c~n pilot program at Kennedy in are concerned, there is be expanded; and so far atsh wtethere is a place as well to believe a . f r a 

every reason E lish curriculum o in the 10th-grade honors ng 
humanities program. 

h E l"sh and Humanities at Lincoln High School in' Betty S. Stainer teac es ng 1 

Bloomington. 
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CONSIDERATIONS BEFORE 

SETTING UP A HUMANITIES PROGRAM 

BY MART INC.WILTGEN 
Mankato High School 

M~ny secondary schools throughout the United 
have introduced i~to their curricula humanities c~~;tes 
as an a~ded elective course in the non-science pro r:es 
of stud~e~. In many instances this has been the 0!1 m 
new add1t1on to the non-science curriculum for too m:n 
years. Charles R. Keller, former director of the Joh Y 
Hay Fellows Program,states n 

These courses constitute a needed challenge 
to the present separate-subject-dominated curric
ulu~ •. Kno':"'ledge is now compartmentalized· in the 
fam1l1ar five-classes-a-day, five-days-a-week 
pattern. Subjects have little relation to one 
another. Fusion of knowledge, when it does 
occ~r, results more from accident than from 
design. The student's day, week, and year 
are.mad scrambles as he moves from subject to 
subJect, usually learning without being in
volved, frequently simply overcome by continuous 
~xposure to_unrelated subjects. Compartmental
ized education may have fitted a more unified 
era when fewer people had much formal education 
It m~st_be q~e~t~oned in a more complex, • 
atomistic, d1sJ01nted period when so many 
human beings are rootless, mobile unconcerned 
about others, and without standards of value 
(Charles R. Ke Iler, "The Humanities in Our • 
Schools.". A talk given at an Institute for 
Teachers in the Hamden, Connecticut ichools· 
January 4, 1966.) ' • 

Generally, these humanities courses fall into three 
types of course structures or combinations of thes 
thr~e. The? are m~st usually centered around the ~is
torical, ph1losoph1cal, or aesthetical approach. 

I• 
The historically structured humanities course is 

most g~nerally a class in world civilizations with the 
!~i~as1s ~n ':"hat has happened to what is happening. 

o~gh it ~s_not a history class in the ~ense of 
siudy~~g pol1t1cal and economic events, it has overtones 
0 a 1story of cultures course where the socio-eth · 
cultural, and religious aspects of civilizations ar~1c, 
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eovered. 

The organization of the course is chronological and 
ore often than not the program begins with the pre

~reeks and ends with the modern world with its emphasis 
n western Man. The major concept desired from such a 

~istorically structured humanities program is the (know
ledge of _tradition. 

This type of course structure has the advantage of 
easy organization since it_is usually chronological in 
itS approach to each civilization. It is most fr~quent
lY taught by the lecture and discussion method with 
accompanied readings. Of course, mapy other resources 
such as tapes, transparencies, films, recordings, and 
slides can be and are titilized to add to the under
standing of each culture studied. 

The disadvantages of such a course are that it 
attempts to cover too much in too short a time ~n~ 

that it does very little for the student's capatity to 
experience his feelings on the subject matter since it 
is concerned with the accumulation of factual informa
tion. It tends to develr;:,p the "p~rrot-complex" in 
students, the ability to repeat the information pro
grammed into the student. 

II. 
The philosophically structured humanities course is 

usually a class in the history of philosophy and the 
study of philosophical problems with the concern for 
the student's capacity for reasoning. It is usually a 
course that is centered around types of philosophy-
ethics, logic, epistemology, aesthetics, and meta
physics-- and problems presented in each type, or the 

1 study of the "Great Ideas" from the Great Books. The I majority of the humanities courses stressing this 
approach tend to emphasize Western philosophical issues. 

This type of class-is often a disguised information 
course and it aims at problems which are basically set 
up for the class. More frequently than not; a high 
school course such as this is topically organized; 
that is, it is centered on specific problems that .have 
always been unanswered. At the high school level a 
detailed survey of the problems of the types of philos
ophy is rather difficult for the students; therefore, 
the problems are centered or topically organized for 
the students. 

The philosophically structured program has the ad
vantage of fairly easy organization as well~s the his
torically structured program. It is fascinating and 
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challenging for the teacher since it te nd s to encourage articipated involvement on the part of the students~ ~or the high school student and the college freshman it is a very appealing approach because they are at the "self-identity" period in intellectual and emotional growth, and they like to identify themselves with some trend of thought and/o~ philosophical school. 
This type of class is usually taught by the lecture, reading-discussion method which encourages some extreme, ly thought-provoking discussions between the students themselves and the teacher or teachers. However challenging this program can be, it does have the more than probable disadvantage of becoming a vague and watered down course where not much is ever really decided if too much is covered. 

III. The aesthetically structured humanities program is more often than not a highly analytical observation of works 9f music, art, architecture, literature, and . philosophy. The degrees of analysis are usually threefold: the appreciative level, the interpretive level, and the critical level. Thr.ough these degrees of analysis the students acquire the understanding of the specific dimensions of each area necessary for appreciation, interpretation, and criticism. Such a course is basically "experiential"; that is, the students are c9nfronted with the work of art itself through reading, seeing slides,and movies of the visual arts, and hearing recordings and/or going to concerts. 
The results _desired from such a course structure as this.are the ability to appreciate, interpret, and criticize works of art; and to develop sensitive and informed analysis of the works studied. 
The methods of instruction used in this type of course structure are the demonstration, the lecture, "readings" of works. of art, music, and literature, and the lecture-demonstration-discussion. 

This type of course structure is difficult to organize because of the problems in selecting works and texts which will best develop the. capaciti for critical analysis. It has the severe disadvantage of difficulty in finding staff personnel to t~adh it. Such a class tends to become too analytical where the art form being studied is so dissected as to totally dismember the meaningful unity of the whole art work, and by -o doing the purpose of the arts as education and experience is lost. However, if well taught by one teacher or a team; such a course encourages involvement 
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students whereby much is gained. be part of the 
n L 

• • 11 • . t ·cally philosoph1ca Y, In addition to the ~~s ~r~rogra~s in the humanities d aesthetica~ly :true ~r:11 three structures or 
(
an are combina t1ons o 
tnerb~ nations of two. co!ll 1 

rv. d s me problems and anger There are, of cou~sde;e~oin setting up humanities ught to be consi e • d ent tnat o . Fred Stocking rev1ewe pres urseS, Professor d hat he called four c~hool offerings and ad~anc~he w planning of such courses. s opinions cnncerning suon~ worth considering carefully: Each 1.s 

1. There. i: no such. thi~~h~~l a~t~g=~~s ~ou~~e in the humanities ~o~th~~hdesigned in any dozen excellent course m1g b st course for any different wla~st~ ~~~ pt:~ti~ular talents which are school exp 01 
available. 

2. The better courses are usual~y taught by or more teachers - one from_music o~o:rr~-two f literature one from history, one rom th happen to be two or stance. But unless ere an exuberant desire to more teachers who share se a single energetic k t ether in such a cour ' t wor og . . h with diverse· inter es s and enthusiastic teac e~,disciplines might well and a mastery of severa ' be preferable. 

k ihat kind of in-3. The best cou~s~s aw:i~: is based on depth terest in the_human~~~~st~an on a glib familiar-of understanding ra ·ti or on the social fun ity ~ith na~es an~h;~ i!s'good courses never of field trips· ' One novel one make any attempt at coveraie~f the middl~ of the painting, and ?nehtop=~~ op~ovide more than enough 19th century mig w material for a semester. 

h course should be: first, 4. The goal of ~uc a arts as providing experi-to arou~~ interest in !he sake· second to show ence~ valuable for th~1r owne er ~eaning ~hen that •n art wor~ atcq~1re1sc::t~_xt· and third, to 1 din its h1s or1ca , d pace full understanding of-- an mak~ cle~r that a f the arts requires the delight in-- any one? fi ult complicated, and eventual mast~ry ?ftd~iec~ual' disciplines. (Fred hig~~y ~1~:rd;,~fg~nS~hool Humanities Cour:es: :~me ~~serv;tions and Warnings." The English 
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Leaflet 53 (5): 37-38; Fall, 1965.) ·tb a well rounded and macroscopic view of the dis~ i·ne and a high degree of interest. For adminis-Whenever a school decides to implemeht a program c~ 1 sit is a dream come true to find one teacher of studies :i!n the humanities, ,the plann:ipg staff mem. trat?: capable of teaching the program, thereby highly ber or member9 should keep in 'mind that they should wh0 i~ishing the. problem of scheduling. However, there carefully evaluate the persona'iity of th,e community fUll e:rtain disadvantages to having a one-teacher pro-and the schoo~ and ~ecide ~recisel~ what they feel ~e ~ The most apparent disadv~ntage is that_the would best suit their particular circumstance, They gram ts get only one point of view and one bia,s on should ask; "What is it that we feel our students studen terial taught where many points of view should s~ould have?" As a resu~t of having asked_ this ques. the ~~en. The material selected for the. one-~eacher tion many schools. have differei:it progra~s in huma1:1ities.be gram tends to be what that teacher thi~ks is best, Another factor which needs serious consideration is t~,o~ting other valuable areas of instruction. Another matter of very clear curriculum articulation; that is ~ 1 d antage (and this is not only true of the one-of not duplicating a subject area that is already co\l~t.d15 a h~r humanities program) is the falling off of ing certain academic disciplines, As a result of th~ ~a~ ation for the students by having one teacher ~a:eful curriculum ~nalysis, some ~rog:ams in the hUlllat.m0!~~ the program; what is needed are ma~y or ~everal ities serve a very important function in the school as t~ff rent "faces" in order to keep the fire going. being the only interdepartmental course where several dl e disciplines are merged into a meaningful whole fort~ In reality it is a herculean task to ~xpect one students. her to be learned enough in all the diverse areas 
Schools which have programs in the humanities gear them to the types of students they want in the class, Many of the programs in the humanities are geared for the pre-college and/or accelerated student. The criterion for being in such a humanities class is most 

teac • • i 11 true today of the humanities. This is espec a Y . where there are very few teachers ~h? are gra~ua ted • th a major or minor in the humanities, and if t~ey 
~~ld such a degree it is most generally a degree in 
the classics. 

generally the grade point average of all subjects or { The most lively and interesting humanities programs the composite average of English and history. Althoug those taught by the team teaching method. The team programs with the academically elite in them are rich are the distinct advantage of pooling together several in content, student involvement, and interest, I cann~~~ able sources of talent. What is of absolute necestotally agree with the philosophy of offering the hu- ~tu for the team approach is its agreement as to mani ties to a selected few. The humanities are the 5
~ ~ tli.e discipline of the ·humanities is. One ?f the huMANities-- for everyone who desires to undertake suc\w a test setbacks in instituting the team teaching study. The main criterion for humanities students gr;:oach to the humanities is the Carnegie system--should be the desire to take the course.· a~x or seven hours of instruction for each day of 

Those who may shjke their heads at this idea n~ed not worry about any resultant watered down program. 

51 
d 1· h circum school. Schools with modular sche ':1 ing ave . -vented the difficulty of team teaching, 

Al though I am not in agreement with homogeneous group- Of the three types of programs in the.humanities.a.-ings when it comes to the humanities, such grouping the historical philosophical, or aesthetical approach-can be done: schedule the more gifted in one group ~o can be tau~ht without too much difficulty by one and the "less gifted" (but just as interested) in teacher: the historical and philosophical programs. another group. At the high school level homogeneous How well they can be taught by one teach~r depends on groupings sometimes turn into groupings ranging from that teacher's preparation in the discipline. The the "intellectual" group to the "dumb-dumb" group or aesthetical program in the humanities is best taught any other inappropriate labels attached to such groups~ the team where each member of the team teaches his by students and sometimes by teachers and administrator-area of art literature, music, or philosophy. To maintain a democratic and/or pluralistic feeling in ' the humanities heterogeneous grouping is recommended, The costs of the various types of humanities pr?-
grams vary greatly depending on just how many materials Granted the difficulty iri staffing for the humani.- and teachers are used. Generally, since textb~oks are ties programs, it need not be an ins~rmountable prob- the main sources used by students, the historically lem. What is needed is a teacher or group of teachers and philosophically structured programs are less 
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STUDYING THE HUMANITIES.: HEAVEN ON EARTH? 
BY DAVID WEE 

expensive in setting up than the aesthetically str 
t~red programs. It should be kept in mind that Uc, 

single texts are difficult to find and for that!~~: 
paperbacks are most frequently used in humanities 00 

classe~. Th~ aesthetically structured programs are~ 
expensive since they use many sources· tapes re 0~ 

St. Olaf College, Northfield 

1 • d b · • ' cord s i es, ooks, films, transparencies and the equi 8, 
ment needed for them. ' P·· "This was a piece of heaven in an otherwise bleak 

summer." Few of us teachers in the humanities would 
Cost should not be a factor in education, but . ~blicly_ assert, I suppose, that our teaching provides 

it is, the costs can be spared by the teacher or t since anyone with a corner of paradise, al though most of us 
if t~ey would make their own materials with the coeam lmaY be secretly sure that the celestial omnibus embarks 
eration of the audio-vis1;1a1 department. Often, in ~~- from our fiel~s more regularly t~an f1:'om the sc~enti-
a purchased set of ·materials doesn't meet the spe ·/t•-fiC laboratories. But we do believe in the ultimate 
n~eds for a particular school's program in the huci ~c importance of humanistic studies, and wish to impress 
tie~. Sc~ools can make their own colored slides b;ani- this upon a generation of young people weaned on the 
tak 7ng pictures from art books with a 35mm camera, educational and cultural emphases spawned by Sputnik 
m~king tapes of recordings that the public and/ors h and the race to the moon. So last summer at St. Olaf 
library and other teachers may have making full u c ~ ~llege we taught the humanities for five weeks to 
of the bulletin board, and the overhead projector se sixty high school juniors and seniors. Not all of 
One of. the best sources for materials to be photo~r • them reacted like the student quoted ab_ove, but almost 
for s~ides, tapes made from records, and published aphe, unanim<?u~ly they expr~ssed gra ~i tude for exp0s~re to 
materials for transparencies is from the class its lf 10 exciting new learning experience. For some it was 

e • even a pivotal personal experience, as it was for the 

Recommended for further reading on the humanities student who responded, I think without hyperbole, 
are the following articles: •I wish to thank all four professors from the depths 

ofmy soul." 
J.C. Baxley, "Humanities for the Less Able Stu

dent,"!:!_, 51:485-87, October, 1962. 

W.A. Clark,"Humanities Program in the High Schoo 
E :!_, 51:474-76+, October, 1962. 

E.M. Copeland, "There Was a Child Went ·Forth," 
E :!_, 54:182-84, March,1965. 

For over a decade, St. Olaf has conducted highly 
successful summer science institutes for talented 
secondary school students, and the college has long 
onted to provide a similar opportunity in the human
ities. Last year the Louis W. and Maud Hill Family 
Foundation granted funds to establish a pioneering 
humanities institute at St. Olaf. While more and 

L.K'. Frank, "Why Modernize the Humanities?" 
Educational Leadership, 20 (4) :220-24, January, 1963. 

/
more high schools are now beginning to offer general 
humanities courses, many schools lack the resources 
to offer interdisciplinary courses, especially to 
large numbers of students. We wanted to introduce 
students to the breadth and inter-relationships of 
the humanities, not only because this has intrinsic 

C:R· Keller, "Humanities in an Educational Rev
ol1;1ti~n," National Association of Secondary School 
Principals Bulletin, 44:166-73; October, 1960. 

C.R. Keller, "The Wave of the Present," E J 
54:171-74, March, 1964. - -' 

Mortin C. Wiltgen, Humanities teacher at Mankato High School studied at the 
University of Chicago as a John Hay Fellow in 1965-66. ' 
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!merit for any human being, but for the practical rea-

1
son of supplementing the students' subsequent high 
school and college freshman courses in various human-

iistic fields. We hoped to send the students back to 
their senior year in high school or their freshman 
year in college with a zest for the humanities that 
might intensify their academic careers and rub off on 
some of their classmates as well. The enthusiastic 

,student reaction during and immediately following the 
institute has given us high hopes for such far-reach

~ing results. Furthermore, the institute taught us 
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much about teaching the humanities 
We will offer it again this summer 
Foundation grant, and·we expect to 
cessful venture. 

interdepartmental 
1;1nder another Hil 11 
improve upon a sul 

C, 

Theinitiil cause of the institute's success 1 
long months of hard advance planning. The four ofay ¼ 
who taugh! the program -- St. Olaf professors of p~~ 1 

ophy, music, art, and English literature __ met alm 110 

we~kly for a full year to plan the institute before 0~t 
existence was assured by the foundation grant a d 11 

for an?ther fr~ntic five months before it beg~n.nTht~4 

, felt that this period of history, and this perman-
et element of every man, would prove especially 

::uitful for an ui:iderstanding of cultural ~hange and 
the !J,I man expression of r~vo 1 t, both of which concern 
today•~ young people. Virtually any carefu~l~-ch?sen 
ubject could serve the purposes of a humanities in

!titute, but this subject seemed p~rticular~y. timely 
for introducing students to some kindred spirits, and 
tbUS creating a cultural perspective so many of them 
iack. The students ex~ressed ~lmost_unanimou~ approval 
of the topic, and we will use it again for this sum
mer's institute. .resul~ing espri~ de corps contributed immensely toe 

teaching effectiveness. We had discussed our plansour, 
often that we almost felt prepared to give each oth so we treated the Romantic period topically rather 

lecture~. ~irtually every physical and academic de~r'. than chronologically except for the first week, wh~n 

?f the_institute fell upon our shoulders, making it at we each presented an historical overview of Roma1:ti-

impossible to be less tha1: fully committed to each cism in our field, taking care to relate the period 

oth~r and the program. This factor can hardly be und to antecedent impulses of the Enlightenment. We felt 

e
stJ.

~ated, as those who have taught withou"t it will eri that Romantic conventions needed to be displayed 

testify. , against the contrasting background from which they 
emerged and often revolted. 11: literature,_for i1:-

0ur ~ost_trying administrative task was screenin stance, the first lecture outlined neoclassi~al lit
th

~ application~. One hundred and twenty students g erary conventions and critical standards; this helped 

p~ied f?r_ the sixty positions. Their almost unifor:f' the students recognize the magnitude of.Romantic in

high a1:n1i ty was insured through preliminary screeni/ nova tions. The subsequent four weeks focused upon 

by 
th

eir te~chers, for in order to assure widespread g, four general emphases of Romanticism: its response to 
representation we asked that no high school send ~ the past, its attitude toward nature, its ~el

7
b~ation 

more th~n two applicants. The application require~s of the inner self, and its search for the infinite: 

~ran~cripts, rank ,in class, scores on national exam- This structure proved to be most satisfactory, as it 

inatio1:s, an essay by the applicant, and written recom permitted us to interrelate our lectur
7

s better than 

mend~ tion by a teacher. The sixty applicants we admit any other organizing principle we considered. 
te~ included eleven who ranked first in their cla • 
thirty ~ho ranked in the top ten, and all but twos:~o 
ranked in ~he ~op quintile. These two came from cul
tural depri~ation, but bearing impressive letters of I 
recommendation about their intellectual potential 
One of_our goals had been to accept creative stud;nts 
whose ~ntellectual potential might have been obscured 
by mediocr~ ?r~des; we wanted to try to release latent 
st1;1dent abilities through an exciting intellectual 
cli~ate. But few scho?ls sent us this kind of appli
cation, and our resulting class was a group of studenU 
who nad al~eady proved themselves with honors. we 1 

hop7 tha ~ in subsequent years the letters of recommen
dation will lead u~ t? m?re students whom we might 
lead out of academic indifference into excitement and 
real scholarship. Our concern lies less in having an 
"hono~s. sec~ion" than in creating excitement about the 
humanities in both individuals and classrooms. 

. . Early in the planning we chose our topic: "Roman
ticism: The Expression of Man's Limitless Self." 
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The normal class morning included a discussion 
period from 8:45-9:45, a snack break, and a lecture 
from 10:30 to 11:45. The students were divide"d into 
eight discussion groups of seven or eight, led by 
the four professors and the four St. Olaf ~eniors 
who worked as full-time tutorial assistants -:md dorm
itory counselors. The-groups discussed the day's as
signed reading before the related lecture., thus en=· 
couraging their independent reactions. Throughout 
the institute these groups remained intact, but each 
week they had a different leader•- two pro~essor~ 
and two assistants. Students found these discussions 
to be one of the best features of the institute, and 
everyone contributed with considerable enthusiasm. 
They seemed to prefer discussions led by tge student 
assistants, for in our absence they felt freer to 
challenge our lectures. This year we may leave all . 
of the formal discussions to college student leadership. 

Monday through Thursday we took turns lecturing, 
one of us each day, to show how the week's .topic 
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emerged from Romantic literature, art, music, or Phi, fundamentals. Several students took such interest in losophy. Each week we rotated the order of our lee- t~ir creations that they returned to the studios for tures, and we attended all the lectures with the cla ~untless late hours of work, and proudly took home The a~t lectures we1:e pres:nted with constant use 0 /
8·! from t~e institute the result of their first extens~ve two simultaneous slide proJectors; the music lecture artistic efforts. 

made :frequent use of recordings; and all four of us 0~ ' gave the students dittoed material to accompany the te The music workshop consisted of individual or, small-lectures. In our desire to cover extensive material group research in Romantic period music, such as the in a single lecture, we too frequently embraced the gomantic oratorio, the symphonies of Beethoven, Wagner's pedagogical temptation not to quit, and too many lee.. "Tristan and Isolde;• Chopin's concert etudes, and the tures ran until noon. This was disastrous ~or student'wench art_song._The research !as both l~terary and_ unaccustomed to long lee tures and pan ting for an over. s auditory, involving the extensive recordings, reference d1;1e lunch. This year we will probably give two forty. '1tbrary, and listening equipment of St. Olaf's Chris..,. minute lectures each day, with a good break or the di tiansen Hall. Each student turned in a final written cuss ion period in between. • • 8
' summary of his study-listening procedure and his con

clusions. Many institute students had remarkable 
~sical talent, and were fully capable of handling 
thiS experience. 

The most unsuccessful enterprise of the institute 
was the Friday 10:30 panel discussion, when the four 
of us answered questions passed up to us on paper from t~e class. Only occasionally did the students engage The literature workshop involved three types of us in active dialogue, and their interest flagged as activity: interpreting fiction, independent research,, it did in no other institute activity. On the other and creative writing. Twice the workshop met as a hand, one of the surprisingly eftective matters was ~oup to discuss the themes and techniques of a prethe humorous "war" between two of us professors. Dur- assigned short story; this was, for many of the stuing the first week one of us prefaced a lecture with .dents, their first experience with close, critical an insulting joke at the expense of another professor reading of fiction. Then every student pursued a who retaliated in kind the next day. The students ex-' 1project either in independent research on a literary pressed such gratitude for our unexpected (by them) topic related to Romanticism, or in creative writing ability to take ourselves lightly that we continued of poetry or fiction. Those doing independent research the barbs for a month, while the students eagerly met two or three times with the instructor in tutorial ~nticipated the jokes and the other two teachers feig~nssions,_and t~en produced~ paper or an oral report. innocent abhorrence for such unthinkable animosities, T~e creative writers met every day as a group under After the institute ended, ma.ny students cited this tb.e direction of student assistants, read and critirepartee as a real joy for them. We areconvinced by cized each other's work, and turned in the best of their ~esponse that we should plan some such regular ltheir efforts. 
humor in any subsequent institute. I 

The philosophy workshop provided an elementary in-Four afternoons a week the group met from 1:30 to troduction to logic, as few students were prepared for 3:00 in what we called for want of a better term a oore advanced work in this discipline. The students humanities workshop. We wanted to involve each student.met together every day, studying first the nature of in some regular creative or critical activity iri one ~gic, then the nature and definition of terms, the of our fields. There were two series of workshops, formulation of and logical exercises with propositions, each running for roughly two weeks. Everyone took one-syllogisms, and material fallacies. All the work was workshop_ in a "verbal" area (literature or philosophy)ldone through exercises during the workshop session. and one in a "non-verbal" (music or art), changing 
workshops after the first series. Between ten and 
fifteen students comprised each group workshop and 
several pursued independent study for their pr~ject. 

The second workshop series included a drama work
shop, organized by the students with the help of two 
St, Olaf drama majors attending regular summer school. 
:After brief but intensive work, this group gave a The art workshop was a studio experience in paintAelightful production of part of Moliere's The Imaginary ing, sil. k s~reen, or s~.ulpture. _ Most of the partici- ,~nvalid at the institute banquet during the"7ast week. pants had little technical experience in these media, so the instructor provided daily problems in design The workshop experiences, then, were various in 
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nature, in time consumption, and in result. But the 
1 - t students were able to choose two activities th.at had 

011 a reserve reading is • captured their interest, and they pursued them with institute exhausted us. We were with the stu-gusto. Students evaluated the workshops favorably, The r ' day from 8·45 to 4 or 5 o'clock (seldom and the change of pace from the morning discussions dentshev:o~kshop activ1ty stop abruptly at 3) and two and lectures was refreshing for all of us. ,did~ e a week· then we raced home to prepare lectures evenin~:hop mat~rial to grade examinations, and to ~hree ot?e: :egular institut~ featu:es deserve or :o~he material in'each other's fields, !or_we_had mention -- visiting lecturers, field trips, and a film ~a d discussions on.readings in every discipline. series. These ranged from attendance at lectures by to lea r morning coffee break we used for evaluation Carleton College and St. Olaf professors on subjects ,gven ~u nning The students worked hard, too. The related to the week's theme; performances at· the Guthrie and Pa was offered for full college credit at St. Olaf Theatre and guided tours of the Walker Art Museum and 0 ~ou~~: student so requested (57 of the 60 asked for the Minneapolis Institute of Art; a piano recital by if d"t) and we taught it on a college, not a high St. Olaf professor DeWayne Wee of Moussorgsky's "Pie- cl'~o~l ieveL This made the students scramble, es-. tures at an Exhibition" which many students later sc iallY as they encountered unfamiliar vocabl_lla:Y in cited as an institute highlight; a picnic at the P:~iosophy and music lectures. We ~ave two difficult college farm retreat; and experimental and other films '~aminations, including a 2½ hour fina~. Bl_lt the produced by both professionals and college students. e
1 

ss performed exceedingly well, earning high~r . ~gr:des than many college classes. Their academic future 
We had considerable difficulty choosing texts for h the course, especially in determining the balance of looks brig t. primary and secondary works. We finally decided on Most importantly, judging from the six-page evalu-these, all available in paperback: t·on form we gave the students on the last day, the Jacques Barzun, Classic, Romantic and Modern Marcel Brion, Art of tbe Romantic Era J.W. von Goethe, Faust (Abridged version, trans. Louis MacNeice) __ _ 

John B. Halsted, ed., Romanticism 
Howard E. Hugo, ed., The Portable Romantic Reader David Randolph, .This Is Music 
J.-J. Rousseau, The First and Second Discourses Robert D. Spector, Seven Masterpieces of Gothic Horror 

~n~titute -apparently accomplished its pu:poses. It 'rovided an intensive intellectual experience !hat introduced students tocthe breadth of humanistic ~tudies, and excited them for more. In the procei;;s they learned munh about themselves. 

., David L. Wee is assistant professor in the Deportment of English at St. Olof 
College. 

THE NEW COMMONWEALTH: Students displayed the usual widely various reactions WORLD LITERATURE WRITTEN IN ENGLISH to these texts, but their comments have led us to re- BY WILLIAM D. ELLIOTT consider texts for this year. We had them read most of Barzun during the first week, but this proved too Bemidji State College heavy and bored them. If we use Barzun again, we will In its November 1967 Newsletter, M.L.A.'s Group spread out the reading over five weeks, as the students 12 presented the is~ue of what has formerly been called were unable to profit from so much secondary material ,British Commonweal th Literature: during their first few days. Readings in Hugo were as-signed throughout the course. Hugo's anthology is 'World Literature Written in English' has organized topically, and dovetailed well with our own been adopted as the title of our newly-estab-weekly topics, but students tired of reading bits and lished Group to show that our principal concern snippets. Many requested that we assign readings from is the spread of the English language_and !he fewer authors, and that we include one or two long English literary tradition beyond their orig-Romantic novels, such as Wuthering Heights. Faust was inal confines in the British Isles from the popular, but gothic horror they considered camp. Next late sixteenth to the present. (Joseph Jones, summer the readings will include a greater ratio of WLWE Newsletter, November, 1967, 15.) primary sources, with most of the secondary material 
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Comn10nwealth Literature, once the attempt to b:r· early realists that held the. concept of the: eJcpan..-
together all the Ii teratures unde~ the British Emp/~ .tne leisurely Victorian novel in their mi nds· A 
into on4: body for viewing, has experience_d a schola~e. s:i.V1~us combination, _but a t:(pical <;>ne; and so r~pre
gr~wth 1m~ortant to students of literature and teach 1il cuttative of the various na~1onal_litera~ures which_ h 
alike. W1~h the g~ow~h.of the:countri4:s once a Part se~e up world lit~rature "."ritten in English, and whi:_ 
of the Empire, a s1gn1f1cant body of literature has ~ave their own unity within th4: boundar~e~ of a coun 
emerged that must be studied as a part of the tractit· ~ but must be allowed academic rec<;>g~1tion and st udy 
aDd history of English literatµre, since i-t is for t~o-t:~bin and without the country of origin. 
most part written in English apd has been inspired be wi English cultural borrowings, English education, and Y written by English expatriots and emigrants. Perhaps the best example is the Australian novelist, Henry Handel Richardson, author of what is c.onsidered by so to be the Great Australian Novel - her trilogy, The Fortunes of Richard Mahony. She was born in Meloourne actileved lier early education in the English-modeled Presbyterian Women's College of Melbourne, her later education in the Music Conservatory in Leipzig, and spent the rest of her life in London and London society. 

While her influences were Australian in inspiratio her education was British and German; and only by the wildest stretching of the imagination could we consi~ 

It becomes even clearer, indeed, that teachi~g and tudying Henry Handel Richards~n and ~er Austr~ll.~n 5 •iogy must be a process of discovering what is imttltant without the country of origin; and to this P~:t must be included Wole Soyinka in Africa, Hu~h 1acLennan in Canada, and particularly Doris Lessing Md her Children of Violence. We must understand the ~~ntral disciplines of English Literature so th~t, as professor Jones tells us, we can be concerned with "wherever: and whenever the first h~s been u~ed and " the second has appeared in the English-speaking world. (Jones, 15.) 

her literary apprenticeship natively Australian; it~~ 
. . 

its roots in the novels of Hardy and Eliot, and influ-i For the students of any. coll 7ge and high schoo~ in 
ences are even traced, in her trilogy, to her awarenesr- Minnesota, a study of Canadian literature is especially 
of the novel of stream of consciousness as written by 'important; but just as v'i tal is an u~derS t a nd in~ ~f 
Dorothy Richardson and Virginia Woolf. As to her in- the place Canadian literature holds in_the t:adition 
terests in the Australian "tradition," she tells us in of l-i terature as it is and has been written in Engla nd her article, "Some Notes on My.Books": and the world. To such an end,_the stu~y of Mor~ey So far, all the novels about Australia that had come my way had been tales of adventure; and successful adventure: monster finds an"d fortunes made in the gold fields, the hair-raising exploits of bushrangers, 

Callaghan, for example, and Hemingw~y, is useful,_and even the study of Richardson ~nd White of,Australia, and TutuoJa and Soyinka of Africa, serves as a ready 

'

means of comparison in the context of both the_ . Canadian tradition and the larger Britis~ tradition. What must be cultivated is an understanding and a teaching of the comparative literatures t~at_make up this vast body of imaginative work. As William H. 

and so on. But there was another and very different side to the picture, and one on which, to my knowledge, no writer had :,et dwelt. What of the failures, to whose lot neither fortunes nor stir-ring adventures fell? (Henry Handel Richardson, "Some Notes on My Books," Southerly I, 1963, 14.) 

,Her concerns lie, finally, with- the traditions bbtside of Australia, in this case traditions that together make the British tradition important as it was infected by the movements in realism on the Continent; and what we find is not another romantic story of Australian settlement, but a deeply pessimistic vision, born of the most inveterate of realists and 
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New tells us in "The Commonwealth ~n Print," paral~els in the commonwealth literatures exist to such a point / that the countries often face similar literary problems. 

The first international conference on Commonwealth literature, held in Leeds i~ 1964, testifies to this. People came to it knowing their own literatures, but left knowing more; more important, they left knowing each other, having di~cove~ed that_pr<;>blems with a language, an ident1ty, an indi-
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genpus people, a relationship with Britain 
and even wit

1
hnthe practical matters of pubii-

cation were some way common to them all 
(William H. New, "Tb.e Commonwealth in Print," 
Canadian Literature 30, Autumn, 1966, 53.) 

William D. Elliott invites students and teachers from Minnesota to his 
session course in Literature of the British Commonwealth, at Bemidji Stu;mer I 
College. 0 t 
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Herbert J. Muller's ",USES OF ENGLISH;' 
REVIEWED BY CLARENCE A. GLASRUD 

Moorhead State College 

In the January issue of the Minnesota English 
Journal,Angela Drometer reviewed John Dixon's Growth 
Through English, the first publication to come from 
the 1966 Dartmouth Seminar. In his preface Herbert 
Muller explains this second volume: 

This book is a report on the proceedings of 
the seminar, designed for the general reader. 
(John Dixon of England has written a report 
addressed to the professional community.) In
asmuch as the discussions ranged all over a 
large subject and produced dozens of papers on 
different topics~ my account is highly selective. 
I have skimmed over some problems that interest 
chiefly specialists. But I o~e some further 
explanation to the general reader, too. 

Before we consider these explanations, let us con
cede that some of us may be drawn to the book because 
it is written by the author of The Uses of the Past: 
Profiles of Former Society (New York; Oxford, 1952; 
available since 1957 in a Galaxi paperback). A pro
fessor of English who can write as a philosopher and 
historian and can use his realistic analysis of past 
civilizations to shed light on our own obviously has 
a special claim on our attention. Professor Muller's 
preface continues: 

One reason I was asked to write this book was 
an odd qualification. I knew little about the 
teaching of English in the elementary and secon
dary schools, which was the primary concern of 
the seminar, and had taken only a casual interest 
in it. It was thought that I would therefore be 
uncommitted, unprejudiced. I soon lost this 
possible virtue, however, as I found the discus
sions uncommonly stimulating and realized more 
fully the importance of the issues at stake. 
Although I have reported in the guise of a de
tached observer, I should emphasize that all 
these issues are highly debatable (a gentle way 
of saying "controversial" - a word frightening 
to some Americans) and that I am not in fact 
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uncommitted or free from bias. Naturally I 
have tried to do justice to the different 
opinions expressed, but I have not tried to 
write a wholly impersonal report. While 
obliged in any case to select and interpret 
what seemed to me -the most im~ortant questions 
raised at the semin•r, I have felt free to 
add some commentary. Often I deliberately 
introduce the first person to make clear 
that I am expressing my own opinion, but 
also to remind the reader that it is an 
opinion and therefor~ debatable. 

Many working teachers, secondary and college, may 
be discouraged by the first chapter entitled "What Is f 
English?" This is a question which no ci:P,e can answer 
but it is a que~tion that must be raised in beginning' 
such a fundamental inquiry as this, in a book written ( 
for "the general re_ader." If the Da.r:tmouth Seminar's 
fin dings and Mr. Muller's observations seem overly ob- I 
vious to some of us, it is because we have thought 
long and seriously about the problem and hav~ already 
arrived at the same cQnclusions. 

Many of us will still have this feeling through 
the next two chapters, "Democracy in the Classroom" 
and "The Development of the Child." Sometimes the 
seminar's findings ~nd Muller's comments are little 
more than common sense or, more properly, the concensus 
of concerned and open-minded and experienced teachers 
of English. Even so, it is not a bad thing to have 
your findings and opinions supported and reinforced. 

Beginning with chapter four, however, the book will 
certainly interest most of us and miy be especially j 
valuable just now. "Good English" explores the role 
of linguistics in the English program. The next chap
ter, "The Uses of Literature," discusses approaches 
and strateiies in the teaching of the subject. Both 
chapters are lucid, fair, and well-balanced; if they 
solve no problems and do. not help us out of our dilem
mas, they sort.out much information and misinformation, j 
pr~judice and propaganda. Here and later Muller (and 

1 the Dartmouth Seminar) serve us well by airing these 1 
problems candidly. 

A first impression of this book is that it takes I 
in too much territory. I should add at once that the 
Dartmouth Seminar gave much attention to elementary f 
education, perhaps too much in Muller's opinion. What 
can be said about writing that applies to the early 
primary grades and also to the last high school years? 
Surprisingly; this wide-rangi~g look at English sheds 
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JllUCh l ight on the really basic problems. Thus, 

In the first place' chil:dr~n need .an a':1dien~e other 
hari the ~eacher; They write most ea~ily wen 

t • •t for t~e class. are entertained and 
they wri e ', f · English 

timulated by one anot~er s ancie~. . . 

~eachers forget that. with ol~er chii~~e~f~:n 
audience is no less importan_ ••• t . s for 

• the youngsters literary opic 
they assign h dly be a live audience except 
which there c~n ~~ They weaken children's 
the teacher himse • .· • •. . . rs stifle 

confid~ncte bytsbtrye!!~1~gt~~~~e~~~~ss' the main end. their in eres 

h same chapter ("Writing an~ 
A little later in ~i: res ects to the inconclusive-

Talking") Muller ~~Y~. son ~ethods of teaching com
ness of research in ingf his "guesses" (which are 

osi tion and makes one o . . ) .· 
p • bly shrewd and sometimes wise . invaria 

ain that the study The clearest agreement was ag ligible effect 
f trad itional grammar had a neg h 

o •t· or even a arm-
on the imp!ovem~ntto!e:r~pi~f~e that might have 
ful one, since i~ _a writin Little study 
been spent practi~~ng ffectsg~f all the correc-
has been made of e e_ ers spend so 
ting and gr~din~ on w~icghu!::c~s that 'students 
much of their time. Y plit up into 

• ore if they were s 
might improv~ m ticed writing for and on 
groups and simply p~a~hen bringing to the teacher 

:::ta:~!;e~~n:~:e::d their best effor~s!
1

;ut 
I suppose no experiment could cone usiv 
prove this. 

th a English is taught 
The book often contrast~ eS;aies At first the 

in Great Britain and th~ ~nit~dview taken by British 
completely different poin sdolikely to lead to nothing 
and American teachers_seeme. hilosophies. Midway in 
but quibbling about_ai~s and papparent that much light 
the book, however, it e~~mesof how to teach English 
is shed on the whole pro_ emBritish and American 
by contrasting the opposing 
strategies. 

• i ants in the Dartmouth Seminar kept 
British parti7 P . of "the personal and the 

insisting on the imp~!i~n~:d resisted emphasis on "a 
inner life" of 

th e c i t hni ues "· according to 
body of knowledg~ or. me_re a:c s ~tern; tic teaching of 
Mulle,r. They obJecte~u~~ntsy we~e- fifteen or sixteen, 
langu~ge before, ,the s . . . . ive writing better than 
,and liked the st~m1;1lus. of prea~t. 'The full- -impact 
the American training in·exposi ion. 
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of this English emphasis comes out in Muller's cha achers from kindergarten through graduate 18 'b drawn into this tempting realm , 110 11ave een 
tne last part of Muller's eighth chapter. 

school, 
will read 

on "Cre~ ti vi ty and Drama." Al though the Bri ti.sh t Pt~r ers adJ?itted ~hat creativity was "not actually theeacb, ~f ~heir curri~ulum," one of them
1 David Holbrook, core 1.ns1.ste? that it should be the "basis of our approac The same can be said about the "Mass Media," covered 

to English teaching as an art;"_ Arriving finally a/ . the first part of the same chapter. Once again this 
the use of drama as a teaching device Muller seem ,.n t does not attempt to give us the a.nswers, but 
fully.co~vinced as the Amherst Englj_sh chairman wh~mas r1P~~s the air and identifies the issues. Muller notes, 
he quotes: 

1 

\!tefully, 1 think, that "most participants (in tl~e iartmouth Seminar) chose not !o treat the mass med 7a 
Benjamin DeMott, the most enthusiastic of the as simply the enemy. some pointed out that mere dia-
American conve~ts, _emphasized that drama brought t ibes did little good; a frontal attack was poor 
the stuff of life into the English classroom _ 1 s~rategy, since they were certainly here to stay." 
the life of feeling, in all the variousness t the English teacher could help students to be less 
that textbooks reduce to academic order. Stu- B~ssive in choices, could help them "to deve~op more 
de1:1t~ m~y.,learn the first pri1:1ciple of good ~iscriminating tastes in a s?,urce of entertainment they 
~r1.t1.ng. What we. truly have in good.writing were sure to feed on anyway. is a moment-to-moment embodiment of the b~eath~ng contradictoriness of the l:iving mind: we are given vouchers of variousness." 
This chapter, like some others ends with a look the practical difficulties: ' at 

Few English teachers in America have been trained to teach such dramatic activities; many might feel as uneasy as the older stu-dents if asked to start improvising. The seminar therefore recommended that a team of America':1 ~eachers be given the opportunity to tour Br 1. tish seco·ndary schools that have a ~trong program in drama. Assuming that Amer-1.~an s~hools ?o_get interested in experimen-ting with a s1.m1.la~ program (as I would hope), another problem arises. Dramatic activities cannot be carried on in the conventional clas~room with its rows of desks. They require space, moveable funiture rostrums ideally equipment for making a t~pe or a ' book, "publishing" the work done. A large-scale program in drama would require the • overhauling of both our schools and the curriculum, at some expense - maybe as much as a_fle~t of bombers costs. As always the ques-tion is: Are school boards, superintendents, lawmakers, taxpayers and parents willing to support such a program? 

There is-matter in The Uses of English - including questions raised and topics scarcely more than men~ioned - t~ occupy all of us for years~ "Myth," for instance, is a much larger, more c.0mplex subject than the literary uses of mythology.and fable. I hope all 
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Long before we come to the chapter on the mass dia we have become aware of Muller's concern about :~dern society's pressures toward conf~rmity. H: makes no concessions to the American commercial establish-nt nor does he minimize the pressures that make for ~~ra~hiness" or mediocrity. He is. always a~are of the larger issues, and he frequently cites !he im~a~t_of ~r industrialized, urbanized, computerized civiliza-tion on the teaching of English. 
At times Muller plays the editor or recorder as he credits ideas and specific suggestions to seminar participants, to Benjamin DeMott of ~mherst (Pr~fessor DeMott will speak at the MCTE Spring Convention on April 20th) or Barbara Hardy of London, to Albe~t . Kitzhaber of Oregon or Frank Whitehead of_Sheffield, and eventually we come to identify many divergent and stimulating viewpoints that contributed to the Dartmouth Seminar. But Muller's role is much.more than this. As he discusses the various aspects of The Uses of English in his ten chapters, he frequently adds observations of his own, invokes Suzanne Langer or David Riesman, Nancy Mitford or Marshall McLuhan. 
In his preface to John Dixon's book Albert Marek-• wardt of Princeton noted that the last day o~ !he ~artmouth Seminar "produced a rare burst of unan~mity. Dixon's book, says Marckwardt, presents a~d interp~ets "eleven points of agreement" to "the En~lish-teaching profession" in Great Britain and the United Stat:s· Herbert Muller characteristically presents the divergent views aired at Dartmouth and often siI?ply says that no conclusions were arrived at. To me thi~ seems more reassuring than the unanimity on the final day. 
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in the field of science. A five year old's 

Muller cites topics or areas that should have been ~ study t· ·t need for understanding adults, and 

explored and were not, and he has the confidence to re. aeed for act~~i ythe upper hand once in a while as he 

port others very briefly .. Even when ''subscribing to ~e~ forge _i~: endence will lend nicely to character 
the consensus" on some issues he faithfully records !,tl'l~es for ~1:11 Pthe need for children to see that 
"tiresome complications" or "practical difficulties" .,tudiesdan?t 1

1 ays succeed in holding children down. 
that he f~els must be faced. ~o hones~, positive, and 'adults on uda ~f reading skills will_offer a chanc~ to 

broad-gauged a study of the English predicament deserves A deeper st ·bie hidden implications in the expression 
to be read widely. i:ong before I f~nished it I began eJ(p1ore pos~~a II though it outwardly is ~ reward for 
to plot strategy: how to con or caJole ~y fellow teach. 1~arry :he_ fn this book. Rebecca Caudill also ~ses 

ers into reading it. 
good be ~viC?r · ies and they make a fine reference if sollle goo bs~Il\1 tudi· ed as a class project in literary 

Clarence A. Glasrud, professor and chairman of the Department of English at theY are eing s 
Moorhead State College, has taught in a one-room rural school and in junior I techniques. and senior high schools in Pelican Rapids, Lake City, and Mankato. 

1 t nse For the teachers' own interest, the adu r~spo Rebecca Caudill's 
" 101D YOU CARRY THE FLAG TODAY, CHARLEY?" REVIEWED BY TOM WAL TON 

Ely Elementary School Each year I attempt to find a few new books to add to my list of material to be read orally to my fifth graders. Last year our librarian recommended Rebecca Caudill's Did You Carry the Flag Toda , Charley? (Holt, Rinehart, Winston, as one of the books I might like to add. It met with so much approval from. my tenyear olds that I took it alohg with me to use for a demonstration class in Children's Literature at U.M.D. during the summer. Though the age spread in the demonstration class increased to encompass nine to thirteenyear olds, the book was received with as great, or greater, enthusiasm. 

In discussing this 'book with my two groups of children and the adults who observed the demonstration class, I found several reasons_ that made the book a wise choice for oral reading by the teacher and as a topic for discussion. Charley Cornett is a character who leaves no doubt as to his verisimilitude. He is five; his world is in a constant, humorous disharmony with that of his peers and the adults who are guiding his development. Either because of their own nearness to his age and problems or because of their contact with children of his age, both the children and adults could understand the problems toward which his curiosity could lead him. Charley is a person with whom it is easy to identify. 

There are many ways to fit Charley and his ~tory 

I Charley and his antics is a terrific study od_some to understanding people. It could be a rewar ing ver~rience to compare their own inward response as f~~~y identify with the book's adults. 
I feel that Did You Carry the Flag Today, Charley? . . day book. Charley'suninh1bited aggressive-is a rain~es laughter and offers chances to guess at ness crea reasons· rainclouds and darkness are so~n outco~~s or The ill~strations and frequent opportuni~~:~ofo~nfacial dramatization_by an oral reader make it a delightful reading experience. 

I h • El d et was a demonstration Tom Walton, elementary schoo teac er in y _an ~o ,f M" t - D I th t school "°''" lo' S,mm., lo<tltoto "the U""'"''Y o '"""°' " " • 
) 

I 

into areas of study if th~re is a need to correlat~ the book with subject matter. "Little School" is Appalachia'sranswer to the Headstart programs that receive comment in local papers. Mountain living blends into many areas 
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JUSTIFYING LITERARY STUDY IN AESTHETIC TERMS 
BY DAVID V. HARRINGTON 

Gustavus Adolphus Col1ege, St. Peter 

Would it be a distortion of recent trends in MCTE 
activities and policies to say that the values in 
literary study are more nearly taken for granted tha 
openly defended? In the past ten years or so, the n 
leader~ of the NCTE as well as our state leaders have 
emphasized.the need for more emphasis on linguistics 
and rhetoric, the need for more systematic attention 
to composition teaching, to the point where just 
about any conscientious classroom teacher might feel 
ashamed of himself for devoting most of his time to 
the study of literature. In fact, we devote very 
little time to discussion of the values of literary 
study. 

d·gree in the history of culture: works of art, in~ 
pe ~ing poetry,are worthwhile; the greatest poems stand 
JU test of time; they are worth preserving as records 

,~• ur cultural heritage and justify strenuous study 
of 

0
0 ne to perceive their full value; beauty has its 

.for reward; art" is autonomous, not subordinate to other 
oW~ues--social, theological, practical, philosoph~cal, 
~litical. But it is very difficult to s~ate a simple, 
po ssailable definition of the value of literary study. una 

one can admit this difficulty; but the English tea~ 
ber must nonetheless face. up to the responsi~ili ty 

-~ defining the values of literary study. My impres-
1°. n is that students in their schooling at. any level, 
s~ • • 1·ttl ~gb school, college! or grade s~h~o~ receive 1. e 

idance in formu1ating such definitions. In spite of 
~e enormous amount of critical writing and scholarly, 
icturing about literature, few people go to the trou
b~e of trying to define why literature ~h~u;.a be ~tud
~d. In any of t~e major school~ ~f_crit1c1sm--h1s-

ltorical scholarship, the "1:1ew critic~sm", m.yth-arch~
•eypal studies, even romantic aesthetics--on~ can g~in 
countless insights into the s~ructure, th~ ideological 
content, ambiguities, subtleties of all kinds, an 
awareness of recurring themes and patt~rns. B1;1t many 

Nobody connected with our profession is actually 
1

, f the simplest and most basic aesthetic questions are 
opposed to literary study. We are not told to give ;ot answered. The critics and the scholars rarely 
it up or neglect it or even minimize it. But on the .J nticipa te the students wondering "Why should one read 
other hand, nobody is advocating more emphasi~ on :his?" "What is of val1:1e in poetry?" "Does one l~arn 
literary study, ex~ltin? it, ur?ing its nec~ssity for anything from such study which is transferrable into 
all students. It is this negative trend which strikes common experience?" As I remember my own years as an 
me as peculiar for such a large and sophisticated {mdergraauate and then as a graduate student, the 
group of English teachers. It seems to me that most question "Why should one read a poem?" ne':"er occurr~d. 
of us are attracted to the field of English through The typical English major's response to literature is 
the experience of literary study. I doubt whether 

1
,~itially intuitive. One recognizes nearly all the 

many English te•chers are capable of defining in ~rks traditionally included in courses in literature 
clear logi~al terms what there was about the a~peal Ito be satisfying more or less immediately. Through 
of literary study which drew them into the fold at !consideration of' critical approaches which_ illu1?inate 
the moment of their decision to major in English, or parts of the poem, pointing out interrelationships,_ 
to teach English, but it was the appeal of literary 'subtler implications, historically relev.ant assumptions, 
study. The more practicalmotive of a general short- one learns to like most poems even better .. But the 
age of English teachers may cause many people to be ~acher of English majors does not face all th~ pro~
English teachers, but usually these people if oppor- [~ms that one faces in teaching non-English maJors in 
tunities were equal would prefer to do something else./a required literary course. The student who ~as n~ver 
I am speaking only of those people who are committed lbeen much attracted by reading, and whose motives in 
to English. The decision in each case, as explained entering college (whether we admire these motives or 
by people who have confided in me, was largely the oot) are basically practical if n~t brazenly 1?erc~nar~ 
result of an intuitive response, a semi-conscious ~ naturally suspicious of a required cour~e ~n liter-
need, which is fulfilled through Ii terary study. 1ature. Even some people from pious, moralistic back

To be sure, any student of English when pressed 
for a reason for his engaging in such study can offer 
commonplace answers, all of which have an ancient • 
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l~ounds appear dubious about some kinds of poetry. 

r

~w do we anticipate the question~ a~out l~terary art: 
~hat is the value of literaiure if it wont neces
mrily make a persbn healthier, wealthier, more 
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comfortable, or more virtuous?" "Is it a frill?" "Is 
it conspiracy on the part of English teachers to gain 
employment?" "ls there any reason why a student shou1 
receive instruction in literature rather than in in- d 
come. tax laws, accounting, -or some kind of handicraft?,, 
Stupid as such questions might seem to the person Wh • 
has long ago devoted his life to literary study, we 

0 

should nonetheless recognize that such questions are 
fundameht~l. They are not asked all the tfme. Depend 
ing upon how awesome an image of himself the teacher ~I 
manages to project, one may not hear questions resem
bling those I have suggested for years at a time. I 
wish to point out, however, that such questions as 
these may very well be at the root of some students• 
antagonism towards literature. 

It simply isn't enough to fall back upon the 
simple answers that poetry is of value because it 
gives pleasure or because it is fun or because it is 
commonly considered by most competent critics to be 
beautiful; even though each of these statements may 
be true. These are not sufficiently convincing an
swers to the student who does not immediately derive 
pleasure or fun or an aesthetic response from the 
poem placed before him. We have all seen the sus
picious look on the face of an unsuccessful literary 
student whenever we have told him that he will enjoy 
the poem after he has scrutinized it longer or after 
he matures. 

The object behind this review of problems is to 
suggest a need for greater attention to fundamental 
aesthetics. This is not to recommend another required 
course for all English teachers. Heaven forbid that, 
in view of how aesthetics is usually taught, with 
hair-splitting arguments over terminology. Even the 
traditional historical survey of literary criticism, 
from Plato to Cleanth Brooks, is of dubious value 
for solving the questions I posed earlier in this 
essay. Rather this is to encourage concentrated 
reading in the works of those aestheticians who come 
closest to solving basic problems concerning artistic 
values. As one of the few leading philosophers to 
pay systematic attention to aesthetics, Benedetto 
Croce deserves primary consideration. His Aesthetic 
is not easy reading, but his distinguishing intuitive 
or particular knowledge is a good start. 

If one can convince the student that there is a 
genuine value in looking at specific things to see 
what makes them distinctive, singular, individual, 
or unique, one has a chance to clarify the d~fference between aesthetic and logical knowing. A clearer, 
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ore systematic reading text t~an_Douglas A~nslie's 
m anslation of Croce's Aesthetic is the article by 
~r oce on "aesthetics" in the 14th edition of the 
£~cyclopedia Brittannica, 1929~ recently re~ranslated 
~ecil Sprigge and included in Croce's Philosophy, 
p~etry, History (Oxford, 1966). One shoul? go ~n from 
~ however, and read Susann~ K. Langer s_maJor 

rks on the subject. Her germinal study Philosophy 
~o a New Key (1942) is available in paperback as a 
~ntoroook; but this study should .be_passed•over in 
favor either of Feeling and Form (Scribner's, 1953), 
clearly her best book, or Pro6Iems_of Art, a popular
·zed collection of lectures in Scribner paperback, 
~957. Langer emphasizes the importance of art as a . 
form of knowledge. In her terms,. "ar~ is the cr~a tion 
of forms expressive of human feel11:g. I_Ier studies 
emphasize the complexity and non-discursive character 
of knowledge about feelings. 

All of these works need more popularizing to mean 
much to students. They are essentially tools for the 
teacher. But no matter which major school of modern 
aesthetics the teacher enrolls in, he should recognize 
nis obligation to teach literature in such a way that 
the lectures and discussion questions are aimed at 
answering the fundamental questions about the nature 
and value of art. We should teach the student to focus 
nis impressions through literary study, to refine his 
sensitivity, by recognizing that works of art ~re ex
pressions of complex feelings by unusually varied 
people. By comprehending the inn~r emotion~l l~fe of 
man as it is given formal, emphatic expression in works 
of art one comes a good bit closer to realizing his 
potentiality as a fully developed human personality. 
It is by encouraging this kind of awarenes~ that we . 
can justify the study of literature as a vital academic 
course. 

A Selective Bibliography 

Croce Benedetto. Philosophy, Poetry, History. Oxfowd, 
1966. $16.80. Expensive but very big, giving us 
glimpses in 1135 pages of Croce's_r~m~rkabl~ range 
of achievements in philosophy, criticism, history. 
Good for inclusion of both aesthetic theory and 
practical literary criticism. 

Langer Susanne K. Feeling and Form. Scribner's, 1953. 
$4.95. The best book for-a-definition of tho~e qual
ities which all the arts have in common; combined 
with careful analysis of the distinctive character 
of each major art form. 
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Recommended Paperbacks GUIDELINES FOR STUDENT TEACHING: 
~ OAPTATION OF THE STANFORD UNIVERSITY PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 

Cary, Joyce· !E.,! and Reality. Anchor Book. 1st Pub I~~ IN TEACHING TO AN ACTIVITY IN LANGUAGE ARTS 
1958. $ • 95. An interesting study by a distingu: Id h s· h I d 
novelist, partly autobiographical, partly criti lsti BY LUCILLE DUGGAN, Richfie Hig coo, an 

f h t • • 1 cal SISTER ST. ALFRED, College of St .. Catherine, St. Paul o w a is invo ved in the creative process. , 

• • . . . 'In March, the Upper Midwest Regional Educational 
Collingwood, R. G. The Principles of Art. Oxford Gal bo.ratory sponsored a five-st,ate A,S.T. conference qn 

Book. 1st pub. 19~ Very closely related to andakit,a cher competence in six different· subject matters. It 
deriv 7d from, Croce's aesthetics. Perhaps mo;e s tea the task of the conference members tb study the Stan-
tematJ.c • Ysn~:d University Performance ~riteria i1:1 ~e~ching and ~o 

dpt these criteria to particular activities of special 
Cro~e, ~enedetto. Aesthetic. Translated by Douglas a~ject matter areas. The English committee is quick to 

Ainslie. N?onday_Press. 1st pub. in Italian 1902. :knowledge that what follows is not new material. As 
$2.25: A pioneering study, clumsily translated, \ y now stand these criteria do, however, represent 
The first part, "Theory of Aesthetic," is basic but,. t e consensus of high school and college teachers of 
sup7rseded in many respects by the encyclopaedia relish and superviso~s of student teachers of English, 
article referred to previously. 1 ngked out under the support of two organizations con-

wor . t . . 11 b . ~rned with developing performance cri eria in a su -
Fry, Roger. Transforma~ions. Anchor Book. 1st pub. 1 ·ect areas by means of. which student teachers can be 

$1.45. By an art crit 7c, very much a Brahmin of th€ ~udged. 
old school, but deserving respect for arguing that J 
art has value because it points out relationships, 
not merely because it depicts objects. The guidelines were devised to foster better train

~g of teachers and to expedite communication between 
~• student teacher and his cooperat~n, teacher: _They 

Langer, Susanne K. Philosophy in a New Key. Mentor Bo can improve teacher training by providing a positive 
1st pub. 1942. Her first important book, which Pav and discussible chart, instead of a nebulous and prosy 
t?e way for Feeling and Form. Analysis and defini-rset of maxims. This chart does not replace the nee~ for 
tions of symbols lead to a definition of art. teacher decisions. Once the student teacher has decided 

~at to teach, the performance criteri~ can help him to 
Langer, Susanne K. Problems of Art. Scribner paperback' choose suitable activities and to consider how th

7
se can 

1st PUJ:>. ~957. $1.25. Wordy, repetitious, and un- {,,be implemented. The guidelines serve ~s a check list 
even, it_i~ never~heless the best introductory text/for the student teacher, the cooperating teacher, and 
for m~stified beginners. the supervisor, and help the student teacher and the 

lcooperating teacher to communicate. Langer, Susanne K. (ed.) Reflections on Art. Oxford . 
Galaxy Book. 1st pub. 1958. $1.95. A col'lection ofl This committee's adaptation ?f_the S~anf?rd Per!orm
essays by a variety of aestheticians and artists. ance Criteria centers on one activity which 7s_pertinent 
More useful for experts in the field. to teacher training in language arts--the writing of a 

composition. The criteria were developed for student 
Shahn, Ben. The Shape of Content. Vintage Books. 1st teachers, not for experienced teachers: They were de-

pub. 1957. "$172o.--:B°ya painter. Very good for vised to be applied as needed and ar
7 

intende~ ~o b
7 explaining the artist's need of freedom, problems inl flexible. The activity that.results in com~osi tion is 

evaluation, the inexhaustible subject matter of the !divided into stages: preparing fo~ !he assignme1:1t, 
arts. ~iding the writing of the composition, evaluating the 

David V. Harrington is associate professor of English at Gustavus Adolphus 
College. 
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work and returning the papers. The composition program 
is o;ganized around rhetorical prin~iples, ~n~ the cri

jteria are designed for assi,n~ents i1:1 expositio1:1 or 
,persuasion. For certain writing assignment~ wh7ch have 
!their own unique writing patterns, thes 7 criteria are 
1oot pertinent. They are, however, applicable to many 

!writing assignments in academic areas other than 
English. 
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It was_impossible for such a group to confer 1 
ou~ recalling a~d discussing some of the abysses ;

0
th ,, 

which the~ had ~ndividually or collectively fallen to 
Such considerations led to the statement which is· 
dressed to student teachers and which is attached aa_ 
last section of this paper. to t 

CRITERIA 

AN ADAPTATION OF THE STANFORD UNIV 
CRITERIA IN TEACHING . ERSITY PERFORMANCE 

TO AN ACTIVITY IN LANGUAGE ARTS 

ACTIVITY: WRITING A COMPOS!TION 

EXPLANATION 

Note: The numerical symbols preceding the comments be
~w are keyed to related items in the Criterii section. 

Since writing is a subtle, elusive,: and difficult 
endeavor, a composition assignment should not be 
initiated when pressure of school activities di
verts the students' attention ~r when time is lack
ing to develop and to co~plete the assignment. 
Sometimes the failure of a composition is related 
to a f·law in the assignment. It is good practice 
for a teacher to follow his own assignment and 
write a composition himself. Such a procedure can 
show a need for clearer directions, can help him 
to anticipate students' problems, can determine 
the amount of time to be spent on the paper, and 
may even show whether or not the plan is worth 
pursuing. In some situations the teacher can show 
his composition to the class in order to inspire 
confidence and trust. Observable Performance Criteria 

I. Preparing to write 
The teacher I.2. The teacher extends the possibility of the student~ 

findin~ ideas to write about by using such materi
als as serve the purposes of the rhetorical prob
lem: literature, mass media, personal experience, 

1. Chooses an auspicious ti· t b • me o egin a writin• 
experience. .., 

2. Develops sources for composition. 

3. Identifies and explains the rhetorical prob
lem_ t? ?e emphasized in the composition (e.g 
definition, generalization and specification! 
explanation by example, etc.) t 

4. Provides models. 

J.3. 

contemporary issues,.etc. 

The choice of a particular rhetorical problem to 
be emphasized in a composition helps the teacher 
to arrange for a sequence of content to be taught. 
Such a choice of emphasis helps the student to de
velop and master a specific skill. He is also helped 
to choose the arrangement of his material which is 
best for a specific audience. 

Rhetorical principles are applicable for writing 
in other fields of study such as science, social 
studies, etc. 

~I.2,3. In making the assignment, the teacher not only 
discusses the matter of the assignment but also 
isolates aud demonstrates the rhetorical strategies 
to be used in accomplishing the assignment. 
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The use of professional and/or peer models can 
encourage and direct students as well as clarify 
the assignment. Use of flawed professional prose 
can effectively demonstrate the difficulties of 
writing. A good treatment of the problem by one of 
the students can be shared with the class while it 
is working on the assignment. The teacher who uses 
students' themes for demonstration should use them 
anonymously. 
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II. 

CRITERIA 

Composing 
The teacher 

1. Observes to identify specific problems and 
general progress. 

2. Confers to encourage and motivate students. 

3. Demonstrates to provide solutions for gen
eral problems of content arrangement, style 
usage, and mechanics as they arise. ' 

. . 

4. Signals conclusion of writing and gives 
final instructions before the collection of 
the compositions. 

III, Evaluating 
(While the evaluation of a finished composition 
is not capable of being translated into obser
vable performance criteria, the process is a 
crucial one and thus deserves special consider
ation. For some help in this evaluative process 
see Explanation for Criterion 1 under Section ' 
IV.) 

IV. Returning the papers 
The teacher 

1. Comments on specific strengths and weaknesses. 

2; Measures achievement against assigned rhetor- ~ 
ical problem. I 

3. Shares representative papers or selected pas
sages from papers wi·th class. 

4. Counsels for revision or correction where 
desirable. 

5. Invites questions on evaluation of paper. 

6. Induces student evaluation through exchange 
of papers. 

11.1. 

EXPLANATION 

The.teacher provides for the major part of the 
writing in class. He keeps an ~ye on th~ process 
of composing and anticipates proble~s before they 
arise. Observation also alerts the teacher to the 
range of individual differences and needs. A matter 
of immediate concern will be the differing amounts 
of time students will need to complete the same 
assignment satisfactorily. The teacher must be 
flexible and resourceful, respecting the reality 
of these differences and attempting to meet them. 

When. the teacher is free to do so, he should walk 
about the room, examining students~ work to make 
sure they are working on the specific rhetorical 
problem assigned. This observation should express 
interest in the students and give significance to 
the process of composing. 

JJ.2. The conference keeps the student in contact with 
part of his audience--the teache~. It should also 
help him to learn how to evaluate his •wn work. 
Some arrangement or schedule should be devised so 
that every student has a conference with the teach
er while he is working on his composition. In the • 
causes of courtesy to other students and of prac
ticality, these conferences should be at the teach
er's desk. An extra chair should be provided so 
that teacher and student can sit down to confer. 

The teacher does not tell the student what he 
should have written. He asks questions. He asks 
the student to justify the rhetorical choices he 
has made. He asks the student to explain meanings. 
He guides the student tc alternate choices where 
necessary. 

Meeting these problems as they occµr eases the 
writing process, strengthens good writing habits, 
uses teaching time economically and effectively, 
and cuts down the amount of time a teacher must 
spend on final papers. 

7. Extends the experience. I IV.1. Some methods for identifying strengths and weak~ 
nesses 

I 
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The teacher 
Skims a selected group of themes in order to 

sense the achievement o{ the group. 
Skims each composition before making any com

ments on it. 
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EXPLANATION at the Five State A.S.T. Conference, Eng. rtidipan ts 
1f~ Section: • · · 1is~ s Edythe Daniel, Wisconsin State University, Measures success against the specified rhe- I ui;latteville, Wisconsin, associate professor of torical principle and/or previously demon- Education, Methods teacher, and off-campus s~per-. strated competency. • visor of English and speech studen~ teachers, Places emphasis on ideas, not on mechanical Mrs. Lucille Duggan, Richfie~d Sr. High School, .. r details. Richfieid, Minnesota, English teacher and superv1so Gives .evaluative comments rather than letter I of student teachers; . . . or:number gradei;;. . Gerald Kongstvedt, J.I. Case Hi~hkSchoql, Racijne Gives specific recommendations which provide Mrwisconsin, English department qhairman an:d s1;1pert-alternative choices for solving specific visor of student teachers, who :served as ;chairmain rhetorical problems. for the group; 

11 
. Mil kee s·ster Mary Roy MacDonald, Alverno Co_ e~e,. wau, , IV.3. The teacher may share students' themes by use~ 

the overhead projector, by dittoed copies of the-, 
themes, or by public reading of the- themes. Pre.\ 
sent papers anonymously_ to prevent embarrassment, 
to students. 

IV.7. Extend the experience by using such things as 
displays, publications, exchange of themes, 
public reading, filing. 

1wisconsin, assistant professor of English,_depar.t
ment chairman, Methods teacher, and super.visor Oif • 
student teaching; _ . Sister St. Alfred, College of St. Catherine, S~. 
Paul Minnesota assistant professor of English 11 M th;ds teacher'and supervisor of student teaching, 
w:o served as recorder for the group; __ 

Mrs. Harriet w. Sheridan, Carleton Co~lege, North~ 
field, Minnesota, prof~ssor of English, ~ethods 
teacher and supervisor of student teaching. Have a folder for each student in which all of 1 ' _ . written work or a representative sample of that!Ul,IREL representatives included Ronald Brandt, Miss work is kept. Both teacher and student should r' Smith and Mrs. Barbara Long~ A.S.T= rep~esenta-review these papers periodically to assess the D~nna s John Pearson Wisconsin State University. student's growth in writing. tive wa ' 

, Mrs. Lucille Duggan teaches English at Richfield High School and supervises 
I student teachers. . 

I 
Sister St. Alfred, assistant professor of English at the Co_llege of St. Catherine, To Student Teachers . 
1 

hes the Methods course and supervises student teaching. As students work with the process of composing, help eac 
them to be aware of audience and of point of view. I 

Give students help in discovering topics, and demon
strate the necessity of limiting their topics. 

Anticipate problems to be ready to help students 
solve them effectively. 

Assign short papers. 
Have students do most of their writing in class. 
Be aware of and provide for individual differences 

in writing speed~and in manner of composition. For 
example, the teacher does not have to be rigid ~bout 1 a due date if more time would be an honest benefit to• a student. / 

Not every paper needs to be evaluated. Some papers 
are to be skimmed, some are to be evaluated for specia 
problems, and some papers require thorough evaluation. 

Overcome the tendency to overcorrect themes. 
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Educational studies show that even th 
slowest readers are more attracted to c e 
pact, colorful paperbacks than to mom. 1 

formidable looking cloth bound books_ore 
PERM A-BOUNDS retain all of the fe ; 

tures of paperbacks which youngsters lik a. 
~d add a new dimension which you w-ii 
hke ... durability. , 1 

. A sparkling clear laminated plastic coat 
mg enh_a?ces ~nd protects the artwork 
from. sodmg. Bmders boards keep cove 
rock-hard and free from dog-eared c rs 
!}ers .. A special new adhesive locks pa;r
mto a resilient binding, so they can/st 
fall out. o 

_The durability of PERMA-BOUNDs 
will sa_ve y_ou, precious time and money TEACHERS AND LIBRARIANS 
You will ehmu~ate the costly replacing of LIKE PAPERBACKS 
paperbacks which wear out so quickly ~eachers and librarians like paperbacks 

TEEN-AGERS LIKE PAPERBACKS 
Outstanding students are assigned more 
paperbacks than slow.er readers. No longer 
are teachers and students chained to one 
anthology, one reading pace. Teen-agers 
prefer paperbacks because of compact 
size, light weight, ease of handling, and 
attractive artwork on covers. 

Choose from our catalog of over 4000 beClluse they induce teen-agers to read
~ERMA-BOUND paperback titles espe paperbacks have psychological appeal for 
cially selecte4 for schools and libraries ~ teen-agers. Paperbacks give the teacher a 
or let us ~ebmd the old or new paper- new flexibility in assigning reading materi
backs now m your possession. Either wa ;'lltostudentsofdifferentabilitiesandskills. 
PERMA-~OUNDS will put "fun" inf~ I 

E:.;:r;I{f:;:;';J~,,\r:r~hasewr,h I DUCATIONAL PAPERBACKS 
@RMA-BOUND3 (NOT REBOUND) 

PAPERBAC.ffi~' ~~~el~i:rir: :!i~~?n~a~~l:u~l~s~e~~f:~: s~7!~~~~ ;irci:~h~~f:~~ ~~i~~f=~ 
With durability "bUI from one source. 

Every paperback in 
PERMA-BOUND binding is 

GUARANTEED for 50 
circ_ulations or 2 years, 
whichever comes first. 

r-------------------------------------------: PERMA-BOUND , • 

Hertzberg-New Method, Inc. Dept. 
Vandalia Road, Jacksonville, Illinois 

0 ~i:•~g,f::i1o~. FREE SAMPLE of a Perma-Bound with

□ :~:ri~t,!~nd cataloas of Perma•Bound paperbacks now 

O Please sen~ information on how we can have paper• 
backs now in our Possession Perma-Bound. 
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Institution 
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City State 

--------------------------------------------~ 
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Immediate delivery - all titles are in stock. Your orders will be picked, 
packed and posted at once. 
Special discCunt on quantity orders. 
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HERTZBERG-NEW METHOD 

r- ------------- ----------- ... -- --- ----- -- -- .... ., 
Paperback Dept. 
HERTZBERG-NEW METHOD, INC. 
Vandalia Road, Jacksonville, Illinois 

Please send paperback catalog and full price 
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